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ON THE GLOBAL EXISTENCE
AND THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR

OF SOLUTIONS TO THE
EINSTEIN-MAXWELL-YANG-MILLS EQUATIONS

HELMUT FRIEDRICH

Abstract

The Einstein equations coupled to massless (conformally invariant)
source field equations are represented by conformal field equations which
are regular for any sign of the conformal factor. For the case of four-
dimensional Lorentz spaces we introduce an improved technique to re-
duce Cauchy problems for the conformal Einstein-Maxwell-Yang-Mills
equations to Cauchy problems for symmetric hyperbolic systems. In the
case where the sign of the cosmological constant is such that conformal
infinity is space-like a general stability result for asymptotically simple so-
lutions, a semiglobal existence result for asymptotically simple solutions
obtained from arbitrary asymptotic initial data, and a global existence
result for asymptotically simple solutions to the Einstein-Maxwell-Yang-
Mills equations for data close to De-Sitter data is derived. In the case
of vanishing cosmological constant it is shown that hyperboloidal ini-
tial sufficiently close to Minkowskian hyperboloidal initial data evolve
into a solution of the Einstein-Maxwell-Yang-Mills equations which has
a smooth asymptotic structure in future null directions and which is reg-
ular at future time-like infinity.

1. Introduction

In this article we generalize results obtained in [13], [16], [17] on the
global, respectively semiglobal, existence and the asymptotic behavior of
solutions to Einstein's field equations in the case of dimension four and
Lorentz signature. We consider more general situations than before, pre-
sent an improved technique to derive the results which exhibits also more
clearly those properties of Einstein's field equations which determine the
asymptotic behavior of the solutions, and include "matter fields" into
the discussion. The possibility of some of these generalizations has been
pointed out already in [17].

Our results are based on an analysis of the "conformal structure" of
Einstein's field equations, i.e., on a study of the "conformal Einstein
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equations" which must be satisfied by the "nonphysical" metric which is
obtained from the "physical" metric by a conformal rescaling. Since the
conformal equations provide the starting point for our discussions and
since we need to introduce the language necessary to state our results—
they will be formulated mostly in terms of the rescaled metric and fields
derived from it—we first investigate the conformal properties of the equa-
tions. In §2 a certain representation of the conformal field equations is
derived under the assumption that the energy momentum tensor is trace-
free and shows a particular rescaling behavior under conformal rescalings
of the metric field, conditions which are satisfied by various conformally
invariant (massless) fields. For our purpose one of the most important
properties of the equations which we obtain is their "regularity", i.e., the
fact that their principal part remains unchanged if the conformal factor
vanishes or becomes negative. This allows us to show the existence of
solutions up to and through "conformal infinity". In §§3 and 4 the equa-
tions are reformulated to allow an easy discussion of their splitting into
constraint and propagation equations and of the hyperbolicity of the prop-
agation equations. In §§5 and 6 the resulting propagation equations are an-
alyzed as far as possible without further assumptions on the matter fields.
In §7 a method to deal with the coupled system of Einstein's equations
and matter field equations is illustrated by discussing in detail the case
of gauge field equations like Maxwell's or the Yang-Mills equations. The
analysis of the conformal Einstein-Maxwell-Yang-Mills equations leads to
the reduction theorem of §8, which shows how Cauchy problems for these
equations can be reduced to Cauchy problems for symmetric hyperbolic
evolution equations.

Some consequences of our reduction theorem are illustrated in the last
two sections, where it is shown how the properties of the conformal field
equations combine with the characterization of the asymptotic behavior
of gravitational fields given by Penrose ([28], [29], [30]). The case of
Einstein-Maxwell-Yang-Mills equations with cosmological constant λ such
that λg(τ, τ) < 0 for some time-like vector τ (which in our signature is
the case where conformal infinity, if it is smooth, is space-like) is discussed
in §9. It is shown in Theorem (9.5) that "asymptotic initial data", which
represent the geometry and the embedding of the hypersurface at "past
conformal infinity", determine a unique past asymptotically simple solu-
tion of the Einstein-Maxwell-Yang-Mills equations, which is in particular
"semiglobal" in the sense that all its "physical" null geodesies are past com-
plete. The freedom to prescribe asymptotic initial data is essentially the
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same as that to describe data in a standard Cauchy problem for the same
equations.

The stability of the property of solutions of the Einstein-Maxwell-Yang-
Mills equation to be "asymptotically simple" in the sense that it allows a
(complete) smooth conformal infinity in the past as well as in the future is
shown in Theorem (9.8). Suppose there is given an asymptotically simple
solution, which is such that it has an orientable compact Cauchy hypersur-
face S. Then it follows that Cauchy data on S, which in a certain sense
are close enough to the Cauchy data implied on S by the given solution, de-
velop into a solution of the Einstein-Maxwell-Yang-Mills equations, which
is again asymptotically simple.

Since the De-Sitter space-time represents such a solution, we thus obtain
the existence of asymptotically simple solutions of the Einstein-Maxwell-
Yang-Mills equations for data close to De-Sitter data. These solutions are
"global" in the sense of being null geodesically complete.

The case of the Einstein-Maxwell-Yang-Mills equations with cosmologi-
cal constant λ = 0 (in which case conformal infinity, if smooth, represents
a null hypersurface) is considered in §10. For reasons discussed there the
results are not as complete yet as one would wish. However, for the "hyper-
boloidal initial value problem", where on an initial surface diffeomorphic
to a closed unit ball in R3 data are given which describe the geometry and
the embedding of a space-like hypersurface, which "touches" future (say)
conformal infinity at its boundary, the result presented in Theorem (10.2)
is fairly satisfactory. It is shown that arbitrary smooth hyperboloidal data
develop into a solution for which a smooth piece of conformal infinity" ex-
ists in the future on the data surface. Moreover, if the data are in a certain
sense sufficiently close to "Minkowskian hyperboloidal data", they develop
into a solution of the Einstein-Maxwell-Yang-Mills equations such that the
resulting future conformal infinity is future complete and allows a regular
point i+ which may be considered to represent future time-like infinity.
Thus the solutions are seen to develop in the future of the hyperboloidal
surface a similar asymptotic behavior as Minkowski space.

The existence of solutions with a smooth piece of conformal infinity
"near" (as measured in conformal space-time) the initial surface can also
be shown for hyperboloidal data given on the initial surface which shows
a more complicated topology than the unit ball. It is, however, quite a
remarkable consequence of the "geometric content" of the conformal field
equations that for such more general data the maximal development will
necessarily show some kind of singularity, of the conformal structure (cf.
the remarks following Theorem (10.2)).
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The results on the hyperboloidal initial value problem appear to reduce
the problem of the global existence and the asymptotic structure of so-
lutions of Einstein's equations with cosmological constant λ = 0 to the
investigation of the evolution near space-like infinity. In the conformal
picture space-like infinity is thought of as being represented by one point
i°. The critical open problem ("j°-problem") asks whether the solution
allows the construction of smooth pieces of past and future conformal in-
finity "near" i°. In the cases where this is possible the space-time contains
hyperboloidal surfaces and one may expect to be able to use the results on
the hyperboloidal initial value problem to obtain global existence results.

As discussed in § 10 and in somewhat more detail in [ 18], the z°-problem
is extremely difficult from the point of view of PDE theory as well as
from the point of differential geometry. With this in mind, the method
used previously to analyze the field equations, which have been developed
in the investigation of characteristic initial value problems [12], has been
replaced in this article by an extension of a technique developed by Sen and
Sommers ([34], [35], [36]). The reason for this is the observation, which
should prove useful in many other space-time problems, that the splitting
of equations considered by those authors lead to propagation equations
which are algebraically equivalent to symmetric hyperbolic systems. The
latter are much better adapted to the geometry of the Cauchy problem
than the symmetric hyperbolic systems considered in [12]. Furthermore,
the fact that one is dealing with essentially covariant spinor equations
should be of considerable advantage in analyzing in detail the geometrical
implications of the field equation which we shall need to understand before
the /°-problem will find its resolution.

The idea that the characterization of the asymptotic behavior of solu-
tions in terms of their conformal structure is correct for a large class of
data has found some amplification recently by a result of Cutler and Wald
[10], They construct a class of asymptotically flat standard Cauchy data
on R3 for the Einstein-Maxwell equations, which outside a compact set
are Schwarzschild vacuum data with positive mass. As a consequence the
asymptotic behavior of the time development can be described explicitly
near space-like infinity and the solutions contain hyperboloidal hypersur-
faces. It can be shown that some of the resulting hyperboloidal data are as
close as one wishes to Minkowskian hyperboloidal data. Invoking Theorem
(10.2) the authors are thus able to show for the first time, 25 years after
Penrose introduced the idea of "conformal infinity" [29], the existence of
nontrivial solutions of Einstein's field equations (case where λ = 0) which
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have a smooth and complete structure at past and future conformal infinity
and which are regular at past and future time-like infinity.

Since in this article the conformal Einstein equations are derived and
analyzed in detail only in the case of a four-dimensional Lorentz space,
which is the case of most physical interest, it may be pointed out here that a
derivation of regular conformal field equations is possible and may be used
with profit also under more general assumptions. In the source-free case
regular conformal equations may be obtained for any dimension n > 4
and any signature of the metric. The definition of the unknowns which
have to be introduced and the explicit form of the conformal equations will
then depend on the dimension. In the case of Riemannian metrics it may
be expected that in suitable dimensions "asymptotically simple" solutions
(generalizing Penrose's notion of a conformal boundary) to the Einstein
equations with negative "cosmological constant" can be obtained as solu-
tions of suitably defined finite boundary value problems for the conformal
Einstein equations. Einstein spaces of this kind have been considered in
[11], [24]. Since in three dimensions solutions to the (source-free) Einstein
equations are spaces of constant curvature, it may appear that nothing is
gained by using the conformal equations. That this is not true is illustrated
by the work of Beig and Simon [5] (generalized by Beig and Simon [6] and
similarly by Kundu [27]) who analyzed the asymptotic behavior of solu-
tions to the "static Einstein equations", which may be written as Einstein
equations for a three-dimensional Riemannian metric coupled to a source
field equation, by studying conformal field equations (cf. [18]).

2. The conformal Einstein equations with matter fields

In the following we shall deal with Lorentz spaces with four-dimensional
manifold M and metric of signature ( + , - , - , - ) , and various fields
on M and associated substructures, all of which will be assumed to be of
class C°° unless specified to the contrary. Furthermore the Lorentz spaces
are assumed to be orientable and time-orientable, and a time direction is
chosen. Occasionally we state conformal transformation laws for the case
of ^-dimensional Lorentz spaces. In this section Einstein's field equations
for the "physical metric" gμu

(2.1) Rta,-lRZιa,+λZμμ = κTfa,,
where λ is the cosmological constant, K = SπG, G is the gravitational
constant, Rμu, resp. R, is the Ricci tensor, resp. Ricci scalar, of gμv,

and f v is the energy momentum tensor, will be expressed in terms of
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the "nonphysical metric" gμv , which is obtained from gμv by a rescaling
with conformal factor Ω,

(2.2) gιu, = n 2 z μ v >
and tensor fields derived from g , Ω, and from the "nonphysical energy
momentum tensor"

(2-3) 7^=0"%,.

Indices of fields which carry a tilde will be lowered and raised in the fol-
lowing with g and its contravariant form, while all other indices are
moved with gμv.

We need the transformation laws of various tensor fields under the con-
formal rescaling (2.2). If the dimension of our manifold M is n > 3 and
if we decompose the curvature tensor of g according to

where the square brackets denote antisymmetrization, Cμ

uλ is the con-
formal Weyl tensor, and

< 2 5>
with R , resp. R, the Ricci tensor, resp. Ricci scalar, of g , and if we

use the analogous decomposition for the physical curvature tensor Rμvλp ,
then the transformation law of the curvature tensor under (2.2) follows
from the transformation laws

\Z-b) C vλo = C υλo '

/«* «\ μv μv ' v

(2.7)

which entail

(2.8) R = Ω2R + (π - 1){2ΩVAV/,Ω - nV^ΩV^Ω}^,

(2.9)

Here VΛ denotes the covariant Levi-Civita operator defined by gμv , and
gμv satisfies gμι' gμλ = δv

λ . In all these equations the summation conven-
tion is assumed, as will be done in the following.
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Apart from the fact that we seem to live in a space-time of dimension
n = 4, this dimension is in the context of our investigation special for
various reasons. The field equations for the gauge fields, e.g. Maxwell
or Yang-Mills fields, which we want to couple to Einstein's equations are
conformally invariant only in dimension 4. If the transformation behavior
(2.3) of the energy momentum tensor is assumed, which in fact follows
naturally from (2.2) for the type of matter fields we want to consider, we
have the transformation behavior

(2.io) gλpvλτpv = QΓ*gλp{vλΐpv + or\(n -4)vλcιτpu - vvaτίp)}.

Therefore the "conservation law"

(2.11) V % = 0,

which forms part of Einstein's field equations, will entail the analogous
equation for the nonphysical energy momentum tensor only if the energy
momentum tensor is trace-free and n = 4.

If the matter fields and consequently the energy momentum tensor van-
ish identically, i.e., in the "source-free case", we could derive for suitably
defined unknowns (cf. (2.22)) regular conformal field equations also in di-
mension higher than four, which would be slightly more complicated than
the equations for n = 4 due to the dependence of equation (2.7) on n.
However, part of our system of conformal Einstein equations will be con-
stituted by the contracted Bianchi identities and the proof of the reduction
theorem (8.1) will exploit the fact that in four dimensions the contracted
Bianchi identities carry exactly the same information as the (uncontracted)
Bianchi identities. Furthermore the spinor calculus which we shall employ
to discuss the hyperbolicity of the conformal field equations is very special
in four dimensions. It is therefore not obvious whether an analogue of
Reduction Theorem (8.1) can be obtained in dimension higher than four.

Assuming now that n = 4 and that the trace-free condition

(2.12) gμVTμu=09 whence gμvTμu=0,

is satisfied by the energy momentum tensor, we can derive from Einstein's
equations (2.1), (2.11) for the unknown tensor fields

a vλp ~ " *" vλf> * μv

the following "conformal Einstein equations", which are in a domain
where Ω is positive equivalent to Einstein's equations (2.1):

(2 1 4 ) R

μuxfi = Ω d

μvλp + 2iSμ[λLp]u + Lμ[λgp]J
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With Lμu = V + Agμv > A=Ί4R>

(2.15) V,V,Ω = -ςisμι/ + gμv \

(2.16) Vμs = - V V " Ω - 2 A V ^ - Ω

(2.17) 2V[λLp]v = VμQdμ

vlp + κθtίpv ,

(2-18) V"^ = */**,

(2.19) VΛΓΛ/i = O,

(2.20) 6Ωί - 3VμΩVμΩ + 6Ω2Λ = λ,

where we have used the notation

(2.21) tλpv = ΩVμΓ,,, + 3 ^ 0 ^ - ί ^ / Q .

These equations are obtained as follows. Equations (2.14), (2.15), (2.20)
are just (2.4), (2.8), (2.9), respectively, rewritten in the new unknowns
taking into account (2.1), (2.12). Equation (2.16) may be obtained ei-
ther by taking a derivative of (2.20) and using (2.15) to simplify, or as
an integrability condition for (2.15), by taking a covariant derivative of
that equation, commuting derivatives, contracting, and using (2.17). After
equation (2.16) has been introduced, equation (2.20) acquires the status of
a constraint equation, or λ may be understood as a constant of integration.
To derive (2.18), we rewrite the contracted Bianchi identities

for the physical fields by using (2.3), (2.12), whence

Lμu = ΊKTμv + \λ8μv>

and using for n = 4 the decisive transformation law (given here for arbi-
trary dimension n > 4)

(2.22) Vμ(tf-"Cμ^) = tf-nVμC\λp

to obtain an equation for the nonphysical fields. Equation (2.17) is then a
consequence of the contracted Bianchi identities

(2-23) V^C-% = 2V[λLp]v

for the nonphysical fields and equation (2.18).
Finally equation (2.19) follows from (2.10), (2.12).
Besides the unknowns (2.13), the function Λ appears in equations

(2.14)-(3.20), which represents the unphysical Ricci scalar. This function
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is the "gauge source function" for the conformal factor and may locally
be given as an arbitrary (smooth) function of four space-time coordinates,
as has been discussed in [14]. Its choice will depend on the particular
problem which one wants to solve. An important property of equations
(2.14)-(2.20) is their invariance under transitions

(2.24) (Ω, gμv , Tμv) ~ (ΘΩ, θ2gμι/, θ-%)

with positive functions θ .
Equations (2.14)-(2.20) have to be supplemented by equations for the

matter fields and the energy momentum tensor has to be given in terms
of these fields. The most conspicuous feature of the conformal Einstein
equations is then the occurrence of derivatives of the energy momentum
tensor on the right of equations (2.17), (2.18), which means that there
will appear first- or even higher-order derivatives of the matter fields in
those equations, which usually cannot be eliminated by using the matter
field equations. How the resulting difficulties may be resolved depends on
the particular form of the energy momentum tensor for a given choice of
matter fields. In §§3-6 we shall analyze the field equations (2.14)-(2.20)
as far as possible without any assumptions on the matter fields. In §7 it
will be shown how the terms on the right of equations (2.17), (2.18) may
be handled for gauge field equations like Maxwell's and the Yang-Mills
equations.

3. The field equations in the spin frame formalism

The sense in which the conformal Einstein equations (2.14)-(2.20) split
into constraint equations and hyperbolic propagation equations reveals it-
self in a most natural way if the equations are written in the two-component
spin frame formalism. Since there is available a detailed account of all the
associated spinor techniques and results [31], we shall confine ourselves to
a few remarks to fix the notation used here, which will be the same as in
[12]. In §§3-8 all considerations are of a local nature while global solutions
constructed later will carry a global smooth orthonormal frame. Therefore
the assumption of a spin structure poses no problems.

Let {Sa}a=0 j be a spin frame field on our manifold M, which is nor-
malized such that

(3.1) *(δa>
δbϊ=eab withβo l = l ,

where ε denotes the antisymmetric form associated with the spin struc-
tures. In the following we assume all spinor fields (with the exception of δa
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and eaa>) to be given by their components with respect to the spin frame
{δa} . We define εab by eabe

cb = εa

c, where the right-hand side vanishes
if a Φ c and gives 1 if a = c, and the summation convention is assumed
as in the following. Spinor indices are raised or lowered according to

a ab a

μ = ε μb, μb = μ εab

and similar relations hold for the complex conjugate fields.
The bundle morphism, which maps the bundle of normalized spin

frames onto the bundle of pseudo-orthonormal frames (see (3.3)), asso-
ciates with {δa} a frame field { ^ } f l ) f l ' = 0 , i o n M> f°Γ w h i c h w e W Γ ite
eaaι = δaδa>. here the overbar denotes complex conjugation, under which
primed indices change into unprimed indices and vice versa (cf. [30]). The
frame vector fields eaa> satisfy the reality condition (using the convention
of [30])

eaa,

and the normalization condition

(3.3) ?(^''%) = ε Λ r

To a covariant differentiation operator V, which is metric in the sense
that Vg = 0, is associated a covariant operator V acting on spinor fields.
If the connection coefficients Taa>bc = Γaa>{bc) (the brackets denoting sym-
metrization) with respect to δa, eaa> are given by

then on a spinor field μ which has coefficients μbb>
d (say) in the spin

frame {δa}, the directional derivative operator Vaa, = Ve § acts accord-
ing to

~j d d λ | - . c d ψ{ c d j^ d c
Vaa'^bb' -Hb' > λe aa''iaa' b^cb' "" l aa' b'Hc' +l aa' cHb' '

where the comma denotes partial differentiation with respect to some co-
ordinate system xμ , and eμ

 aa> are the components of the vector field eaa,
with respect to the corresponding coordinate frame.

We can express any tensor equation and any tensor equation by a spinor
and a spinor equation, where to each tensor index corresponds a pair con-
sisting of an unprimed and a primed spinor index. We will use this tran-
sition to write all the equations needed in the later analysis in terms of
spinor fields. We will go back and forth freely between the tensor and the
spinor notation to keep the equations short.
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The torsion tensor Sbb>
aa

 cc, of the metric covariant differentiation
operator V is defined by

Sbb' °a cc'eaa = Vbb'ecc' ~ ^cc'Hb' ~

clecd,-Yc/bedb,
if

-Tcc' b'edb'-\.ebb'>ecA*

where the square brackets denote the commutator of vector fields.

The curvature tensor raa

 bb>cc>dd> is defined by the Ricci identity

(3-5) (Vcc-Vdd, - Vdd,Vcc,)Sa> = raa'bb.cc,dd.μ
bb' - Scc,

ee>

 dd,Vee>μaa',

which holds for any vector field μaa . It can be decomposed in the form

( 3 6 ) raa'bb'ccldd' = εa'b'rabcc'dd' + ZabYabcc'dd' >

where the curvature spinor rabcc,dd, = r(ab\cc'dd> is given in terms of the
connection coefficients by

rabccdd' = edd'^cc'ab) " ecc'^dd'ab)

+ Γdd'asΓcc' S b + Γsd'abΓcc' ' d " Γcc'asΓdd' * b
(3.7) s Γ ψ s'

~isc'abidd' c + lds'ablcc' d1

dl S c' ~ Scc' βe ddlTee'ab

and satisfies

(Vcc,Vdd, - Vdd,Vcc,)ωa = -ra

 bcc,dd,ω
h - Scc,

ee>

 dd,Vee,ω
a

for any spinor ωa . In equation (3.7) we understand eaa> to be the direc-
tional derivative operator acting on functions.

The conformal Einstein equations (2.14)—(2.21) will now be written as
spinor equations. Here the role of the metric g will be played by the frame
{eaa'} > whi ch allows to determine the metric by (3.3). The unknowns in
the equations are given by

(3 9 ) eaa' > Γfla'6c> Ω > S> Σaa'> Φaa'bb' > Φabcd> Taa'bb' >

where Σaa, represents the differential of Ω which has been introduced to
obtain a first-order system, while the spinor fields Φaa>bb> and φabcd have
the symmetry and reality properties

(3.10) φabcd = φ{abcd), Φaa>bb, = Φba,ab, = Φab,ba, = Φ ^ y ,

and define together with Λ the spinor field

(3.11) Kbcc'dd' = -QΨabcdεc'd' ~ Φac'bd'εcd + Aεc'd'(εbdεac + εadεbc) '
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which will by equation (3.13) represent the decomposition of the curvature
spinor into irreducible parts. The field φabcd will represent the rescaled
Weyl tensor dμ'vλ while Φaa>bb' is the traceless part s of the Ricci
tensor.

Equations (2.14)—(2.18) and the condition that the connection be tor-
sion free are represented equivalently by

(3-12) 0 = Saa,
bb'cc,ebb,,

( 3 1 3 ) ° = Kabcc'dd' = rabcc"dd' ~ Rabc'dd' '

(3-14) 0 = Qaa,=Vaa,Ω-Σaa,,

(3.15) 0 = Qaa,bb, = V α α , Σ 6 6 , + ClΦaa,bb, - sεabεa,b, - ^tf Taa, bt),,

(3.16) 0 = Paa,

= Uaa,bb,cc,

= Vaa'(Φbb cc' +Aεbcεb c') ~ V'bb'(Φaa'cc
d d'

c'Ψdabcεa'b +Σc <Pd'a'b'cιεab

(3.18) 0 = Haa,bb,cc, = Vd

c,φdcabεa,b, + v / Φd>c>a>b>eab + κtaa,bb,cc,.

Here the torsion tensor and the curvature spinor rabcc>cc' are thought of as
being given by the right-hand sides of (3.4) and (3.7), and (3.12), (3.13)
are considered as differential equations for eaa>, Taa,bc.

For later use we have introduced the "zero-quantities"

(3.19) Sbhι cc> , Kabcc,dd, , Qaa, , Qaa>bb> , Paa> , Uaa>bb'cc' , Haa'bb'cc' '

which are defined by (3.4) respectively by the right members of equations
(3.13)—(3.18) as functional of the unknowns (3.9) and the function Λ.
The field equations are then expressed as the requirement that the zero-
quantities vanish.

Because of the antisymmetry in its first two indices, we may represent
the tensor t λ in the form

( 3 2°) taa'bb'cc' = tabcc'ta'b' + h'b'c'c*ab

Using the fact that the nonphysical energy momentum tensor is symmetric,
trace-free, and, by equation (2.19), divergence-free, we find

(3.21) 2 W = Tah,b % = OVh,(aTb

 h' c)c, + 3Σh,(aTb

 h>

 c)c,.
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The decomposition (3.20) allows us to represent equations (3.17), (3.18)
by the equivalent equations

(3.22) 0 = Vabcc, Ξ V a

 h'φbh,cc, + 2εaibVc)c,A - Σd

c,φabcd

(3.23) 0 =

The lengthy expressions (3.17), (3.18) have been given here for later use.

4. General remarks about our analysis

To discuss the hyperbolicity of the field equations we introduce an arbi-
trary time-like vector field τ = τaa eaa! . The choice of this vector field al-
lows a reduction of the spin structure to the group SU(2) and consequently
a treatment of the equations in terms of unprimed spinors. Furthermore,
due to the splitting of the tangent spaces into the subspaces generated by
τ and the hyperplanes Sτ orthogonal to τ , we obtain a splitting of the
spinor algebra, which can be dealt with in an algebraically simple manner
in terms of unprimed spinors and their symmetries. The resulting "space-
spinor" formalism and some corresponding splittings of field equations
have been discussed in [34], [35], [36], to which the reader is referred for
further details. In the following we present those facts which are relevant
for our later considerations.

It is convenient to assume that the vector field τ satisfies

(4.1) τaa is real and future directed, τaa>τaa = 2.

It implies a complex linear map

(4.2) t*a'"fia = Taa'lUaf

of primed onto unprimed spinors, which extends to spinors of higher va-
lence and different index position in such a way as to commute with con-
tractions, and has an inverse which maps μa onto -τa>

 aμa . Any tensor
field may be expanded in terms of τ and the (complex) basis of the hy-
perplane Sτ orthogonal to τ , which is provided by

a
( 4 3 ) eab = τ(b ea)a'

If the tensor field μ has components μa a,_a a> in the frame eaa>, it can be

expanded in terms of the vector field eab if and only if μ is "spatial", i.e.,
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" l i v e s o n S τ " , i n t h e s e n s e t h a t τ a ^ μ a,_a /...fl a> = 0 , j = 1 , , k ,
i u l u l j j kk

and then its components in the basis eab are given by

( 4 4 ) μaxbΓ akbk =τb\ l ' " τbk " ^axa[

Conversely, a spinor field with 2A: unprimed indices, which has the sym-

metries in the index pairs indicated above, corresponds to a spatial spinor.

We have the projector haa

 bb> = εa

 bε
a

 b-jTaa τbb>, which projects any

tensor ^ j . . . ^ onto the spatial tensor t^^h"^ b^ λ " Λ ̂  , and

the inner metric haa,bb, = eabεa,b, - \τaa,τbb, implied by g on Sτ, which
is a spatial tensor, is mapped under (4.2) onto

( 4 5 ) habcd = 8(eab>ecd) = -*a(ced)b-

It should be noted that the positions of primed and unprimed indices of a
spinor are of importance and must be carefully respected if the map (4.2)
and its extensions are applied.

Reality properties of unprimed space-spinors may be dealt with in terms
of the hermitian conjugation map

(4.6) μa"μ¥

a = τ/fla>,

which extends to a complex semilinear map on spinors of higher valence
and various index positions, commutes with contractions, satisfies

(4-7) / \ . . . a , = (-l)\...flt,

and serves to define a positive definite hermitian product by

If the spinor μ allows the expansion (4.4), then μ represents a real tensor
in the tensor algebra of Sτ if and only if

(4-9) μ+

 a Λ . . . a A = τa_ \ *•'••• ^ % ; . . , , ; = ( - 1 ) \ V * Λ '

The inner metric on Sτ given by (4.5) satisfies this condition. The rescaled
Weyl spinor φabcd, which corresponds to a spatial spinor, does not in
general satisfy this condition but can be represented in the form

( 4 1 0 ) Ψabcd^nabcd + Wabcd

with symmetric spinors ηabcd and μabcd, which satisfy the reality condi-
tion (4.9) and represent the electric, respectively the magnetic, parts of the
rescaled Weyl tensor d λ with respect to τ.
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The trace-free Ricci spinor is translated by (4.2) into the spinor

with symmetries

( 4 1 2 ) Φabcd=Φcbad=Φadcb

We shall often use the fact that any spinor with these symmetries can be
expanded in the form

(4-13) Φabcd = Φlbcd + \Φ*hacbd + \{ea(bΦd)c + εc(bΦd)a)

with symmetric spinors Φ*abcd, Φ*̂  and a function Φ*, which satisfy the
reality condition if Φabcd arises as in (4.11) from a real spinor. Here

(4-14) Φ* = Φabcdh
acM = -hτaa'τbb'φaa,bb,, Φ ^ = Φ(abcd)

represent the trace (with respect to h), respectively the trace-free, part of
the projection of (4.11) onto Sτ, while
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gives the projection of Φaa>bb>τ onto Sτ. Equation (4.15) illustrates

the fact that projections by the projector haa

 bb, can be translated into
the action of the map (4.2) combined with symmetrization in pairs of
indices.

The basic differential operator Vaa> may be decomposed according to

(4.16) V r t = τ / v β β , = iββ6J» + J>Λ

with differential operators P = τaa Vaa>, which acts in the direction of τ,

and Dab = τ,b

 a Va)a>, which act in directions orthogonal to τ, and which
satisfy the reality conditions

(4.17) 7 = P, D\b = -Dab.

In translations of the spinor equations (3.12)-(3.16), (3.21), (3.22) into
equations for unprimed spinors derivatives of the field τ will appear,
which will be represented by

( 4 18) Xabcd = τba &aa.τcc,)τd

c = χabcd + εabχ*cd

with spinors
/ I

( 4 - 1 9 ) Xabcd = X(ab)(cd) = (Dabτcc')τd ' Xab = X(ab) = (Pτac')τb '
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which satisfy the reality condition (4.9). In the particular case where

(4.20) τμ = V2aVμt

with some time function t and normalizing factor α, we have χ*b =

Dab(lna) and χ*abcd = V2τb

a τd

cπaa,cc,, where πaa,bb, denotes the second

fundamental form on the level surfaces of t.
The desired splitting of the field equations into constraints and hyper-

bolic propagation equations will be obtained by the following procedure:

(i) Using (4.2) all unknowns and all zero-quantities are expressed in
terms of unprimed spinors.

(ii) These spinors are suitably decomposed into irreducible ones, i.e.,
into sums of products of symmetric spinors with eab's.

(iii) To fix the coordinates, the frame, the conformal factor, and possi-
bly some gauge for the gauge fields among the matter fields, suitable gauge
conditions have to be imposed. There are a variety of possibilities. The
final choice will depend on the problem under consideration, as will be
seen later.

(iv) Equating to zero those zero-quantities which do not involve the
"time derivative" operator P yields equations which will be called "con-
straint equations" in the following. It may be noted, however, that these
equations cannot be regarded as equations intrinsic to some submanifold,
unless the field τ is related to some time function as in (4.20).

(v) Equating to zero certain combinations of zero-quantities which do
involve the operator P, we obtain the propagation equations. There is in
general some freedom here to pick appropriate combinations.

(vi) Assuming now that τ and the frame eaa> are related such that

(4.21) τ = ε 0 εQl + ε x εχ> ,

whence the spatially acting operators Dab are given by

(4.22) Doo = -V01,, Doι = i(V00, - V n 0 , Dn = V10>,

we find that the propagation equations are (essentially) symmetric hyper-
bolic (see equations (4.25), (4.27)) and thus allow well-posed Cauchy prob-
lems.

(vii) We may therefore assume that for suitably Cauchy data the fields
(3.9), thus by (3.3) the metric g and possibly some matter fields, are
obtained on some manifold M as a solution of the propagation equa-
tions, such that on some Cauchy surface S of (M, g) the fields imply
the given Cauchy data. Forming from this solution the zero-quantities we
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find that some of them vanish since we solved the propagation equations.
Though we will of course give the data in such a way that the constraints
are satisfied on S, it is a priori not clear whether they will be satisfied
everywhere on M. It may even be possible that the connection defined by
the Taa>bc, which is metric because of the requirement Taa>bc = ^aa\bc) >
is not torsion free. It turns out, however, that by using the Ricci and
the Bianchi identities and the symmetries of the fields involved, we can
derive a symmetric hyperbolic system of "subsidiary equations" for those
zero-quantities which define constraints. Since this system may be read
as a linear (homogeneous) system, the uniqueness property of solutions of
such systems and the fact that the domain of dependence for a subsidiary
system coincides with that defined by g, allow us to conclude that the
constraints and consequently the complete set of field equations will be
solved everywhere in M . At the same time it is shown that the gauge
conditions imposed in the beginning are satisfied.

In carrying out this procedure some lengthy calculations have to be per-
formed and it is easy to loose sight of the essential points. Therefore it may
be helpful to illustrate some of the steps by studying the simple example
of the massless spin-f equation

(4-23) v'jΨW*

for a symmetric spinor field φa...f with n > 1 indices.
Since the unknown is symmetric, we use the decomposition (4.16) to

write (4.23) equivalently as

( 4 2 4 ) Pψab-f-2DhfΨa-eH = °-

Expanding the left-hand side into symmetric spinors we find that (4.23) is
equivalent to the propagation equation

(4-25) Pψab-f-^h

(fφa...e)h = 0

and the constraint equation

(4.26) Dhfφa...hf = 0.

Assuming now that (4.21) holds, we find that the system of equations

fl + 6 + + / = 0, 1, ••• , n,

which is algebraically equivalent to (4.25) since it is obtained from that
system by multiplication of each single equation by a suitable binomial
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coefficient, is symmetric hyperbolic. It has the form of an equation

(4.28) Aμu>μ + B(u) = 0

for the "vector" u = (φ0, φx, , φn), where φk = φab...f if a + b +

h / = k, such that the (Λ + 1 ) X ( Λ + 1 ) matrices Aμ are hermitian,
^ = Aμ, and ^ is positive definite if ζμ = τμ. In fact Aμξμ is
positive definite for any future directed real covector which is time-like
with respect to g, since we have

(4.29) det(A%) = cQj(ξ)Qo

j\ξ)Qι

 h{ξ) -Qk

 h{ζ)

with k = (n- 2)/2 and j = j 0 = = j k = 1 if n is even, k = (n- l)/2
and 7 = 0, j Q = . =jk = l if n is odd, and

(4.30) μ 0 μ

(4.31) e/i) = ( ^ + c / O { ^ , l<7<fc if fc>0,

where c and c. are positive real numbers.
In the case of equation (4.25), (resp. (4.27)), we have 0 < cx < < ck

and the polynomial (4.29) is seen to be strictly hyperbolic. This property
will get lost for the more complicated systems we want to consider later.
It follows from (4.30), (4.31) that any characteristic of the system (4.29),
i.e., any hypersurface C = {x £ M\Φ(x) = 0, dΦ(x) Φ 0} defined by
a smooth function Φ such that det(^Φ Ax)) = 0 on C, is time-like
or null with respect to g and the time-like characteristics depend on the
choice of the vector field τ which has been introduced to perform the
splitting.

It may be remarked here that in the case where n is even we could
write equation (4.24) also as a system of equations for the real space-
spinors which appear in a decomposition of φa_f of the type (4.10) and
obtain a symmetric hyperbolic system for these fields in the same way as
indicated above.

The integrand appearing in the iΛtype "energy estimates" for a system
of the form (4.28) is given by n (tΰAμu) if nμ denotes the future directed
unit normal of the space-like hypersurface S over which the integration
is performed. In the case of equation (4.27) it can be expressed in terms
of the tensor

In fact, if we have tμ = \ίΐnμ, the identity
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with (4.20) holding, gives the relation

rz ft Aμ N v ^ (n\ i ι2 +a ef aa ff'rr,

V2nμ( uAμύ) = χ ; [k)\ψk\ = φa...efφ = τ •••τn Ta

k=0 V '

[k) Taa,...ff,.
k=0 V '

In the case of Maxwell's equations or the Yang-Mills equations, which have
a principal part of the type appearing in (4.23), the tensor (4.32) represents
(with a suitable interpretation of the product, see (7.9)) just the energy
momentum tensor (which is of course the origin of the name "energy
estimate") while in the case of the Bianchi identities for the conformal
Weyl spinor (equation (3.23) with Ω = 1), the tensor (4.32) in the source-
free situation the Bel-Robinson tensor (cf. [31]).

The analogue of step (vii), namely the derivation of a subsidiary sys-
tem for the zero-quantity represented by the left-hand side of equation
(4.26), which would allow us to show that the constraint equations (4.26)
are satisfied by a solution of (4.25), which satisfies the constraints on some
Cauchy surface, cannot in general be performed if n > 3 and the back-
ground space-time is not conformally flat. In fact, it is well known that in
this case equation (4.23) may admit only a few solutions [7]. In the case
of equation (3.23) this problem does not arise, however, since here φabcd

is proportional to the Weyl spinor of the background metric.

5. The splitting of the field equations and the subsidiary system

In this section we will discuss the splitting of the conformal field equa-
tions and the derivation of the subsidiary equations as far as possible
without touching the question of geometrical gauge conditions or using
properties of specific matter fields.

If we use the functions

(5.i) Ω ? Si Σab=VΣfl*''Φabcd a s ί n !4'11)j 9abed*
rp b d rp , d .
λabcd - τb τd Iab'cd' > labcd " τd labcd'

to write equations (3.14)—(3.16), (3.22), (3.23) as equations for unprimed
spinors, we are led to consider the zero-quantities

(5 2) O L = V LΩ - Σ .
v * / ^^ob &b OLD
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h(5-3) Qabcd = V a 6 Σ c a - χaM

 hΣch + ΩΦabcd - sεacεbd - | κ Ω 3 T a b c d

(5-4) Pab = V a i 5 + ΦabcdΣ
cd + 2KLab + ΩV a 6 Λ - ι

ΊκΩabcdΣ
cd,

( 5 5 a ) Vabcd = V α f
e

(5 5bϊ abcd ~ ^ cfihbdc + % ab ®hfdc + X ac

+ ^diA* b)a +Σd'<P+ abce + κ Ω ' + abed >

( 5 6 ) Habcd = V d<Pabch+Ktabcd>

which have symmetries

(5 7 ) ^fcαί = ^α(fcc)ίί' V abed = V a(bc)d' ^abed ~ H(abc)d'

In terms of these the constraint equations are given by

(5-8) 0 = Q(ab) = DabΩ-Σ{ab),

, , Q , 0 - Q(ab)cd ~ DabΣcd ~ X(ab)d Σch + ^^(ab)cd + Sec(aSb)d

0 = P(ab) = Dabs + Φ(ab)cdΣ
cd + 2ΛΣ ( a i )

0 = Vabcd - V+

 badc = Da

 fΦbfcd + Db

 fΦfacd

— v f eet> v e Λτ>
- %a d ψbfce ~ %a e ^bfed

-X\a fφhfcd ~ XH hd fφhfca
f e +

~Σ dΨabcf-Σc Ψ abde

+ * Ω C * abed ~ **+ abed) + εaeDbdA " edbD*A>

(5.12) U = H =D
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while the propagation equations are given by

(5.13) 0 = Q/ = PΩ-Σf

f,

(5 14) ° = β ' / -

o = p/
(5.15) t A t -, r

= Ps + Φ/cdΣ
cd + 2ΛΣ/+ ΩPΛ - \κtfτ/ cd?

d,

(5.16) O = Pbacd^Vabcd-\εadVfb/+V+

badc-iεbcV
+

fa/,

(5.17) 0 = -2H(abcd) = Pφabcd - D{d

 hφabc)h + Kt* {abcd).

The particular combination of zero-quantities on the right of (5.16) has
been chosen such that Pabcd contains the term PΦabcd and has symmetries
pabcd = pcbad = padcb W e m a y decompose Pabcd therefore according to
(4.13) to obtain the following system of equations which is equivalent to
(5.16):

0 = P(abcd)

= PΦ* abed ~ D(abΦ* cd)
(5.16a) / eφ e fφ 2h / φ

^ ^ + Δ* (ab ψ\hf\cd)

(dΨabc)f + Σ(d f<P+

 abc)f + κΩ(t* {abcd) + t*+

 ( a b c d ) ) ,

( 5 16b) " 2 * w

 eΦhf

 c)e - 2χhe

 e

 fΦhf(cd) - χh

 k(d

 fΦm

 k

 c)

dc + 9 tfde) + WHcd

0

where vertical strokes indicate that the indices between them are exempt
form the symmetrization.

In equations (5.8)—(5.17) the spinor tabcd has been replaced by a spinor
t* abcd. Its specific form depends on the treatment of the matter fields and
will be given explicitly for the case of gauge fields in §7.
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Equations (5.13)—(5.17), which will later be supplemented by further
equations, will in the following be referred to as the system of propagation
equations.

We will now derive a system of subsidiary equations for some of the
zero-quantities (5.2)-(5.6), which will be satisfied, if the fields (3.9) are
such that they satisfy the propagation equations and the reality conditions
stated before. We will go back and forth between spinor and tensor nota-
tion to keep the resulting expressions short.

The first three equations are obtained by expressing

in terms of the zero-quantities and transvecting suitably with τμ. The
propagation equations are taken into account in the following way. Equa-
tion (5.14), which may serve as an example, can be written as τμQ = 0
and thus implies

which allows us to get rid of certain derivatives of the zero-quantities in
the subsidiary equations. We obtain:

(5.18) PQV = -QμVuτ
μ - τμ(Sμ

 λ

 μVλΩ + Qμv - Qvμ),

(5.19) +ΛSμ\vsΣλ - ΣδK
δ

λμv + ΩUμuλ -

PQvλ = - β

+ΛS\vΣ ΣδKλμv + ΩUμuλ

xiJv μvλ-tμυX}),

(5.20)

ppv = -pμvy

+ Λ - Sμ

 λ

 v(Vλs + ΩVΛΛ) - 2Q[μVv]K

+ *λUμvλ - 2Q[μX + \κ2Ω2Q[μ

λTv]λ

+ «nQ[μTv]λΣ
λ - κΩΣ[μTv]λQ

λ + κΩΣλ{tlλ ~ tμuλ}),
where tμuλ is given by (2.21).

The only subsidiary equation whose derivation is somewhat complicated
is that for Vabcd. From (3.22) it follows that Vf

f

 cc, is a real covector.
This translated into the reality condition
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The propagation equation (5.16)

(5-22) V+

 badc = -Vabcd + \εadVfbc

 f + \ebcV
+

 fad

 f

yields, in view of (5.21) by contracting on a and b, an expression for the
last term on the right of (5.22). This can be put back into (5.22) to give
the propagation equation (5.16) in the form

(5-23) V+

 badc = -Vabcd + \εadVfb/ + εbc{\Vfda

f - iv/ J.

Contraction with respect to a and d then gives

(5.24) P/V = 0.

To derive the desired equations, we study the identity

T7C V 4-T7 CV+ — Y
v fvcedh ^ w

e

v cfhd ~ xfedh
/c ic\ i e d Γτ-yCC τ τ aa bb Λ , c k Ύr

(5.25) = ~ i τ / τh {V Uaa,bb,ee,ε cc>dd>} + X fh Vcedk

Xef V gkhd ^ % e f v gkhd + %e h v gfkd >

where ε vλ is the completely antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor.
Observing (5.24) and the symmetry (5.7) of Vabcd, we obtain the rep-

resentation

(5-26) Vabcd = Xabcd + \εad{Xbc - AZbc) + \{εa{bZc)d + ed{bZc)a}

with symmetric spinor fields

Y — v y — άv f —V f Ύ — v f — I F f
Λabed - v (abed)' Λbc " H yf be vfbc > ^bc ~ y f be 2 vfbc '

From the left equality of (5.25) and from (5.23) we find the following
relations:

(5.27a)

(5.27b)

(5.27c) PZab - DcdXcdab = \{Yf(ab)

 f - YW]

f

b)).

Using the definition of zero-quantities and in particular the relation

we derive
(5.28)

pδv μη

dπvpδ
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We may now use (5.23), (5.26), (5.28) and the definition of Yfedh by the
right-hand side of (5.25), to express in equations (5.27) the right-hand
side by the terms in curly brackets appearing on the right of (5.28) and by
zero-quantities. Up to the terms in curly brackets, which will be discussed
later, the right-hand side of equations (5.27) may then be read as a linear
expression of the zero-quantities appearing in (3.12)—(3.23).

Using the decomposition Habce = H(abce) - \εe{cHab)f

f we get the iden-

tity

PHcdf ~ D (cHd)hf + 2 D H(cdbe)+2X h Hcdbe~V Hcdbb'>

which simplifies to

(5.29) PHcd/- Dh

 {cHd)h/ - \χb

 h(b

 hHcd)/ = VbbΉcdbb,,

if the propagation equations (5.17) are taken into account. On the other

hand, using the definition (3.18) of H λ, the symmetries of the tensors

involved, and in particular the fact that right and left duals of d λ co-

incide, we obtain

r± ~~ ~~ P {d J\. ~̂~ d Jζ \β

(5.30) δ λ ̂

Since furthermore

( 5 3 1 ) Hcdbb' = ΊHch'd bb' >

we can express the right-hand side of equation (5.29), again up to the terms
arising from the term in curly brackets on the right of (5.30), as a linear
function of the zero-quantities.

We will consider the subsidiary equations (5.18)-(5.20), (5.27), (5.29)
again in §8, after the other subsystems of the complete subsidiary system
have been derived.

6. The geometrical gauge freedom

To complete the system of propagation equations for the geometrical
quantities (3.9), we have to impose conditions on the coordinates, the
frame field, and the Ricci scalar. They have to be given such that we
obtain a useful type of propagation equations and that they are suitably
adapted to the geometrical situation we want to consider.

For many investigations it is convenient to choose Gauss coordinates,
τ to be tangent to the family of time-like geodesies which are orthogo-
nal to our space-like initial hypersurface S, and the frame to be parallely
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propagated in the direction of τ and such that condition (4.21) holds. In
local considerations (with respect to "conformal time", which may mean
"semiglobal" in physical time, see §9) this is always possible, makes the
equations simple, and leads to symmetric hyperbolic propagation equa-
tions (see, e.g., [13]). The use of Gauss coordinates may sometimes cre-
ate unnecessary problems, because the geodesic congruence may develop
caustics (it must be noted, however, that we are possibly dealing with time-
like geodesies with respect to the nonphysical metric, such that our Gauss
system may cover regions which are much larger than those covered by
"physically" Gauss systems).

A characterization of gauge conditions, which are more flexible and
cover essentially all possibilities, has been given in [14] in terms of "gauge
source functions". This method will be used here, and the gauge source
functions will be related later to some comparison space-time in such a
way that we may derive global existence results.

Let {cA}A=0 3 be an arbitrary frame (which may, but need not, be a

coordinate frame) given on some open subset of our manifold M, and let

{aA}A=Q 3 be the dual forms. The frame eaa> then has an expansion

eaa> = eA

 aa>cA , where the summations convention with respect to indices

A, B, is assumed as in the following. The coefficients eΛ

 aa, may be

interpreted in two ways. For fixed indices a, a they may be understood

as above as components of eaat in the basis cA . For fixed A they may be

interpreted as the coefficients of the aA with respect to the dual forms σaa

of the fields eaa>, such that aA = eA

 aa>σaa . With the latter understanding

we have as usual Vcc>c/ = (Vcc*eA

 bb»)σbb with
cc*

B , A v ^ d A π d' AA π d' A
edb'-Ycc' b'eVcc'e bb'=e cc'CB\e bb')-Ycc' bedb'-Ycc' b'

where cB is interpreted as the directional derivative operator. Equation
(3.4) may then be written as

(6.1) Sa/
C>

 bb,e
A

cc,cA = {Vbb.e
A

aal-Vaa eA

bb,}cA-eA

aa,e
B

bb,[cA,cB].

Now let V denote the covariant differential operator defined by the
Levi-Civita connection arising from an arbitrary chosen, fixed metric g
on M, and denote by f A

 B

 c its connection coefficients in the basis cA ,

such that we have

(6.2) VCACB = fA

D

BcD, [cA, cB] = ΦA

D

B-fB

D

A)cD.
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Equation (6.

(6.3) V

mihSA

βb =

1) may then

e

A , _ v
bb aa

- s ,cc'

= SCaίeA<

sibeA cc a i

ab ~ J ati

be

aa'e

bb'e

:c'εa

' i ' H

ad

cc'
b

written
A

bb'

cc'

•'*' +

ti
ecc

-(

•K

a'b'

A

as
B

? aa'

c A

,b,e

εab

e\b

cc'εab

— T7h> Λ _L 1 Bti C (Γ Λ _Γ Λ \
"W{b ea)h + 2e(a e b)ti" B C l C B''

The part of the derivatives of eA

 aa, which is not fixed by SA

 ab is con-
tained in the coordinate gauge source function

(6.5) FA = VaJeA

aj = -δaA.

Though this has essentially been discussed already in [14], we will indicate
again that locally the function FA can be specified freely, to motivate
our later choice of FA. Let φ be a diffeomorphism of the manifold
M onto the manifold N, άA a basis of forms on N with dual basis
cA, V a covariant Levi-Civita operator arising from some metric h on

N, xμ local coordinates on M, and zμ local coordinates on N, where

μ, μ = 0, , 3, with respect to which Φ has the local expression zμ =

zμ (xu). Assume furthermore that the pullback of the form άA via φ

satisfies aA = *<paA such that

A ~A dzμ j μ , ~A ~A * μ

a = a i —ηf ax , where a = a , dz

Then the condition that aA satisfies (6.5) takes the form

which for given FA = FA(xμ) is a semilinear wave equation for zμ (xu)
and can locally be solved for data suitably specified on some initial surface.
Equation (6.6) is the harmonic map equation for (M, g) and (N, h) if
and only if

tcn\ Έ?A μ v d μ d U

( 6 7 ) F =8
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In particular, if M = N it follows that the identity map is harmonic for
(M,g)9(M,h) if and only if

/r o\ T-,A μvfγ A ab ab' B D f; A

(6.8) F =g Vμa u = -e ε e aa,e bb,TB D.
This is the gauge source function which will be considered in §§9 and 10.

Now setting

(6-9)

with
a A A aa A

ea)a ' τ = τ eaa' >

we get from (6.4)
(6.10)

SA

 ab = Ye* ab + D(b

 fea

 A

 )f - \Dahτ
A + eA

 f(aχb)h

 fh

•+ ϊ

(6.11)

SA

ab

+ = ~ \PeA

ab + D[b

 fea

A

)f + \Dabτ
A -eA

hfχ
h

(ba)

+ = ~ \PeA+ D[b

 fea

A

)f + \Dabτ
A - e A χ h f

)

 f*A ~ &B

 af e° / - eB

 abτ
c))(f/ c - fc

 A

 B),
which entail the constraint equation

(6.12) =2D(b

fea

A

)f + ef

A

aχb)h

fh-eA

hfχ\ab)

f

, 1 / h j_ h \ A B c f(r A r A

+ Ί\X(a b)h+X (ab)h)τ ~~e afe b " B C ~ l C β

and the propagation equation

o = sA

ab-sA

ab

+

(6.13) = PeA

 ab - Dabτ
A + eA

 f(aχb)h

 fh + eA

 hfχ
h

 {ba)

 f

\ / h h x A B C /p A p A ,
^ ~% >τ " e ab1 ^ B C~lC B> >(ab)h>τ " e ab1 ^ B C~lC B

which is implemented by equation (6.5) and may be written as

(6.14) 0 = \PτA

 + DabeA

 ab + \χfh

fhτA

 + X

a

 h

fheA

 af-FA.

To discuss the propagation equations arising from (3.13) in a similar fash-
ion, we introduce some notation. Set

VaalTbb'cd = eaa'^Tbb'cd> ~ Taa' bΓfb'cd " Γaaf b'Γbf'cd

~ l aa' c 1 bb'fd ~ l aa' dl bb'cf >
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which is the expression obtained for the covariant derivative of a spinor
field, which in the given frame happens to have components identical with
Taa,bc. Then (3.7) gives

ab _ \ ab h'
y cd — 2r ch'd

_ — e'Γ ab r e'f(aΓ b) e//p ab

/g 15) ~ <c d)*' ^ d)e> f" cd ff '
ab __ i ab h

r c'd' - 2T he1 d'
__ ̂ e -p ab γ€ /(tf-p b) ~^ff' p Λ̂ ?
~ V (clld')e + 1 (c; 1ί/')e f^e'd^ff *

The part of the derivatives of Γ\a>bc which is not fixed by these expressions
is contained in the frame gauge source functions

(6.16) Fab = Vdd Tdd,
 ab = F{ab).

It has been shown in [14] that these functions can locally be chosen ar-
bitrarily and that their choice implies a semilinear wave equation for the
frame field eaa,. Setting

* - C' d> Ό* _ C> d> 1 1? h _ έ
rabcd ~ τc τd Yabc'd' ' Kabcd " τc τd 2Kabhc d1 ~ •
Ώ In ^ Λ A

Kabcd = 2Kabch'd = ~U(Pabcd ~ £a(c6d)bA>

abcθdj € j abec dd ' ab d ab
we have

with

Kabcedf = Kabcd6ef + Kbef£cd

_ i P Γ ab _L Wn fr ab _ι_ π fr ab π rab\
cd~ 2Fi (cd) +2iDc l (df) + Dd l (cf) ~ Dcdl )

(6.19)

K cd-~2PΓ(cd) +l(DcΓ(df) +Dd Γ(cf) +DcdT )

_ v e ^Γ α^ F /( f lr' el *) _ι_ C+ e ̂ Γ ab vif\a b

% {cd) lef ~le{c l d) f + ̂  dcl fe + φ c d'

From these zero-quantities we get the constraint equations

(6.20) 0 = Kab

cd + K*abcd>
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which in the case that τ is orthogonal to a hypersurface S are the Gauss-
Codazzi equations, and the propagation equations

Π - Kab K*ab

U - K cd~K cd
- PΓ ab - Π Γab 4- v fhT ab

- r i (cd) ucdv + X{c\h\ ι d)f
fΓ ab Λ-T ef{aT b)

(cd) lef + 1 ( c ld)e f
f(aΓ\e\ b)

(c A d) f
ab a b k jfja, b

cd~ε (cε d)A~Φ c d>

which are implemented by equation (6.16) and may be written as

(6.22) 0 = i / T + D Γ{ch) +χh

JTdf - F .

The terms arising from the torsion tensor in equations (6.18), (6.19) drop
out in (6.21) because we have assumed that the propagation equation
(6.13) is satisfied together with (6.21). Equations (6.13), (6.14), (6.21),
(6.22) constitute the system of propagation equations for the frame and
connection coefficients.

To derive the subsidiary equations for Sλ

 μu and Kλ , we use the
Bianchi identities

(6.23)
{μvλ) (μuί)

(6-24)
(μvλ) (μvλ)

where the sum is formed after cyclic permutation of the indices μ, v, λ.
Writing

c A _ a b' ς, ee' A _ ~A QA +
^ac bd~Xc Td ^aa' bb'e ee' ~ * ab6cd + ύ cd 6ab

and assuming that equation (6.13) holds, we find

(6.25)

where εeεefedghab = τ / τ / τ / τ / A ^
The right-hand side of equation (6.25) may be evaluated by using (6.23)

and the identity Σ(/έI/Λ) R
P

 λμv = 0 to obtain an expression which may
be considered (somewhat arbitrarily) as a linear function of the zero-
quantities with coefficients which are space-time functions.

Observing (6.17) and assuming that the propagation equations (6.18)
are satisfied, we find a similar way

(6-26) PKabcd = -FefKabghi/
fgMi

 {cd).
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Using the identity

d>*eCCdd ff> = *{& f'Ktef +

and the identity (6.24), the right-hand side of (6.26) may again be written
as a linear function of the zero-quantities.

7. The matter field equations

In this section a method to include matter fields into the discussion of
the conformal field equations will be illustrated by working out the details
for the case of Maxwell and Yang-Mills. Thus, we assume that M is the
base manifold of a principal bundle (P, M,π) with bundle space P ,
projection π, and structure group G, where G is a group U(k) for some
k > 1, any compact semisimple Lie group, or a product of a finite number
of such groups. With respect to some local section of P we may pull back
the principal connection form and the associated curvature form to the
domain of definition V' of the section. Let A denote the gauge potential
and F the gauge field so obtained, both being considered as considered

as functions on V' which take values in the Lie algebra g of G. We
think of these fields as being given with respect to a real representation
of g such that we are dealing with real fields. The basic equations to be
solved are given by

(7.1) V ^ - V ^ + [^,ΛJ-^ = 0,

(7.2) f^ΞV% + [/,F ]̂ = 0,

where y denotes the gauge and space-time covariant derivative, and the
square brackets denote the product in g . For our purpose an important
property of equations (7.1), (7.2) is their conformal invariance. If g is
related to g bytherescaling(2.2) and V denotes the Levi-Civita covariant
differential operator associated with g, then any solution A , F v of (7.1)
(7.2) is also a solution of the same equations with g, V being replaced
by £ , V .

The energy momentum tensor for the gauge field F is given by

(7 3) τ>» = τa
where ( / ) denotes a scalar product on g which is invariant under the
adjoint representation such that, in particular,

(7.4) ([u, υ]/w) + (v/[u,w]) = 0 for u, υ, w e g,
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and which is the "usual" product in the case of Maxwells equations. The
tensor (7.3) is trace-free and rescales according to (2.3) under conformal
rescalings (2.2). As a consequence of (7.1) we note the Bianchi identity

(μuλ)

We translate the gauge field equations now into spinor notation. Since
F is antisymmetric, we can write

( 7 6 ) Faa'bb'=9abea'b'+9a'b'*ab

with a spinor field φab = φ,ab,, which takes values in the complexification
of 0. Using (7.5), (7.6) and introducing zero-quantities laa'bb>, Ha>b in
the same manner as before, equations (7.1), (7.2) can be written as

( 7 7 ) 0 = laa,bb, = Vaa,Abb, - Vbb,Aaa, + [Aaa,, Abb,] - Faa,bb,,

(7.8) 0 = Ha,b = ψa,φab = V\,φab + [Λ\ , φab)

and the energy momentum tensor is given by

In the following we will assume that in the conformal field equations K
is replaced by ^ and the factor ^ on the right of (7.9) will be dropped.

Proceeding as before we convert primed indices into unprimed indices

and write Aab = τb

aΆaa, and

/ -r a'r bΊ
Lacbd " τc τd ιaabb'

= ^ 7 a c A b d ~~ ^bdAac ~~ %acd Abf + %bdc Aaf

cdεab

' cdεab

with

D {aAb)f + A{a %b)h t

(7.11)
' ab = l^fa b= 2PA{ab) + Df(aA b) + Xh(ab)fA

and finally

( 7 1 2 )

<Pbf\
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Equation (7.11) entails propagation equation only for the symmetric part
of Aab . The antisymmetric part is fixed by choosing arbitrary the g-valued
gauge source function (cf. [14])

(7.13) B = VaaΆaa, = VacAac + χ

a/cAac.

Setting

( 7 1 4 ) Aab=aab + aeab w i t h <*ab = <*(ab) >

we deduce from (7.7), (7.8), resp. (7.11), (7.12), the constraint equations

(7.15) = 2Df

{aab)f - α ( β

 fχb)h

 h

 f - Xh{ab)fa
hf

~ K / ' « / ] " <Pab -<P+ab- a(X(a\h\ * * + *h(ab) ") '

(7.16) 0 = Hf

f = Dhfφhf + [ahf, φhf],

and with (7.13) the propagation equations

(7.17) 0 = 2{Pa + Dhfahf + χhk

k

fA
hf-B},

V = l+ab- Kb = Paab ~ 1Dab<* + Xkiab)/^ + a(a 'Xb)kf

( 7 1 8 ) + <P+ab ~ <Pab + a(Xf(ab)f- Xa\f\ 'b)) ~ 2Kb ' « 1 '

(7.19) 0 = -2H(ab) = Pφab - 2Df

 (aφb)f - 2[Af

 a, φbf].

To obtain solutions of the conformal Einstein equations with the en-
ergy momentum tensor given by (7.9), we should solve the coupled system
consisting of equations (5.13)-(5.17), (6.13), (6.14), (6.21), (6.22), (7.17)-
(7.19). There is, however, a slight difficulty.

Let Ψah'bc be a spinor field which takes values in g (8) C with

and define the spinor field fabcc> by

) 3Σ h\ψbc)
2ζbcc, = Ω(ψah,Jφh',) - 3Σ(fl

 h\ψbc)lΨh'c) •

Since

( 7 2 2 ) Vaa>Tbb'cc> =
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we find in the present situation that the spinor field tabcc> given by (3.21)
satisfies

( 7 2 3 ) W = Cbcc>
if Ha,b = 0 and

(7.24) * Ά = V<Λ*)-
Thus, on the right-hand sides of equations (5.16), (5.17) first-order deriva-
tives of our basic unknown φab appear, which cannot be eliminated by us-
ing (7.12). We shall deal with this difficulty by deriving for the derivatives
(7.24) suitable field equations. Though the idea is simple, its realization,
which includes the discussion of an extended subsidiary system, entails
some lengthy algebra. The derivation of the field equations for ψah>hc will
be given such that some of the equations encountered on the way may be
used later when we discuss the subsidiary equations.

For any symmetric (g(g>C)-valued spinor field φab we have the identity

0 = Kbcdef

(7.25) - {Xabd \h<Pef ~ Xcdb kVah<Pef + 2<Ph(/ e)abcd

Assuming that the φab-propagation equations (7.19) are satisfied we have
a decomposition

(7.26) Va

bφcd = Via

b<Pcd) + lnfiabcd ™&μ = Hf

f.

Now let ψah'bc be as in (7.20). Assuming for a moment that the relation
(7.24) is true and that the gauge field equations (7.7), (7.8) as well as the
conformal Einstein equations (3.12)-(3.16), (3.21)-(3.23) are satisfied, the
identity (7.25) takes the form

0 = Wabodef = VabΨcdef '

( 7 2 7 ) "Xabd Ψchef + Xcdb Ψahef-^ΨhifR e)abcd

where we have introduced a new zero-quantity wabcdef
Equation (7.27) is the desired field equation for the additional unknown

ψcdef, besides which we have to satisfy the equation

( 7 2 8 ) ° = ωabcd = VabΨcd-

which may be considered as a constraint.
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Because of (7.20) the field ψabcd may be represented in the form

( 7 2 9 ) Ψabcd = pabcd-\*b(a1'cd)>

where

Vabcd = Ψ(abcd)' Vab = 2 Ψf ab = V{ab) '

Furthermore we may write

( 7 3°) W abode f = Wacef Hd + ™bdef £ac

with

Wacef = W(ac)(ef) = I^aAc £>/> ^ M e / = ™(bd)(ef)
= ^

0 = 6wh(nhΛ - 2wh

As propagation equations for ψabcd we now take

(7.31a) 0 = -wlabcd) + t ί ) ( β t o / ) = Ifvabcd - 21?{abvcd) +

(7.31b)

where only the principal parts of the equations have been written out, the

dots representing zeroth-order quantities.

We will now derive the subsidiary system for the zero-quantities arising

from the matter fields, assuming that the unknowns a, aab, φab, ψabcd

satisfy the propagation equations (7.17)—(7.19), (7.31). Using the expan-

sion of labcd on the right of (7.10) and the propagation equation (7.18),

we obtain

in ^-ι\ n; / Λ f Ί h f i— 7 hh'ff'kk1 d'
(7.32) P / ^ - / ( β Ψb)fh

J-lhfΨ{a b) -Ί%h'lffkk>ε (a H)d'>

while on the other hand we find from the definition (7.7) of /

(7.33) ημιv/
vλ

 p = -wμFvλ + Aδκ
δ

 μuλ + sδ

 μvvμyvλ

 p,

where the identity Rδ

 μuλε
μuλ

 η = 0 has been used. By (7.28) the term

yμFuλ can be expressed in terms of Ψabcd and the zero-quantity coabcd .

We find that the terms arising from ψabcd drop out in (7.33) and the

right-hand side of this equation can be read as a linear function of the

zero-quantities.

Because of (7.19) we have the decomposition

( 7 3 4 ) ωabcd = Kbcd ~ lεb(afcd)
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with

= V{ab<Pcd) ~ Ψ{abcd) > Vab = Ί^/ψab " ψ/ ab)

Setting

Wacef = 2 Wahc ef > Wbdef = 2 Whb def >

where Wabcdef is given by the right of (7.25), we deduce from (7.26),
(7.27), (7.31) the equations
(7.35a) _

V^ ^ ^ + = W + W(abcd) + W{abcd) ~ W(abcd)

= 0,

(7.35b) ^ ^ '

w
h{ab)

- wh{ab)

h) - 2{Wh{ab) -

(7.35c) Ifμ + -- = -2Whf

hf = 0,

where again only the principal part has been written out. From (7.25),
(7.27) it can be seen that the part of equations (7.35) indicated by the
dots can be considered again as a linear function of the zero-quantities.

Finally we derive the subsidiary equation for the zero-quantity wabcdej .

By direct calculation we find wbr
b^ = 0. Due to the symmetries (7.30)

°f ™bdef> wacef a n c * e Q u a t i ° n s (7.31) it is sufficient to derive equations

f 0 Γ W\bcd = ™(abcd)> W \ b = ™h(ab) * > a n d W* = ^h/'' U s i n 8 t h e

representation (7.30) and equations (7.31) we obtain:

(7.36a) llfw' rsef + Q(rsw* ef) = -i^ghwabcd{efe
ghahcd

 n),

_ , v w εghabcdk + i V w ε8habcdk

- ιTghwabcdk(fε s) + 4"ghωabcd(sf)b k>

(7.36c) tfw - i ^ « , hk = -i\Vghwabcde/
habcdef

Using on the other hand the definition of wahcdef by (7.27), one obtains

- hh'aa'bb'

Vhh'Waa'bb'efε

'Vaa' Ψhh'ef ~ Vhh^k^ e)aa'bb'

aa bbhh aa bb
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Adding to this the identity
0 =

where the square brackets indicate the two different ways in which the
three-fold covariant derivatives are to be evaluated, yields

rt in Phh aa bb

yhtiWaa'bb'efε rr1

= {-2V A Λ 'V α a ,ω c c V / - \lhh'aa.ωcc>ef\ + [Fhh,aa,, ωcc,ef]

(7.37)
+ 2Vgh''Ph{fKSe)aa'cc' -VhhlSaa'PP cc'Vpp'<Pef

k k
+ 2<Pk(fV\hh'\r e)aa'cc' ~ 2^k(fV\hh'\R e)aa'cc'

o PP rτ> τ-r Λ hh! ad CC

-Saa cc Vhh Vpp'Ψef}e

We have

(7.38) Vhh,Refaa,cc,ε rr, = 2ι{ΩHφr, - Ur er,fh> + Q r,φφh}.

Using the Bianchi identities (6.23), (6.24) and Ricci identity to get rid of
the second-order derivatives of ωcc<ef and the derivatives of the torsion
and curvature spinors in (7.37) we can with (7.38) write the right-hand
sides of equations (7.36) as linear functions of the zero-quantities.

The equations (7.32), (7.35), (7.36) constitute the desired subsidiary
system. For the matter fields which we have studied here, we assume
that in the propagation equations (5.16), (5.17) the spinor field t* abcc> is
given by (7.21). We may then complete the discussion of the subsidiary
system for the geometrical quantities. In equations (5.19), (5.20) the terms
on the right-hand side in curly brackets may obviously be expressed as
linear functions of the zero-quantities. For the terms in curly brackets
on the right of (5.28), (5.30), this can also be shown by a straightforward
though somewhat lengthy calculations, in which the zero-quantity wabcdef
is used to substitute the derivatives of Ψabcd occurring in the expressions.
Since the final result is quite lengthy and not particularly illuminating, it
is omitted.

8. Some general properties of the propagation and subsidiary equations

It will be convenient to give a solution of the conformal Einstein-Max-
well-Yang-Mills (EMYM) equations in the form (P, M, π, A, g, Ω),
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where P is the bundle space of a principal bundle with structure group G
(as specified in §7), projection π, and four-dimensional base space M,
A is a connection form on P, g is a Lorentz metric, and Ω is the con-
formal factor on M. This notation is somewhat redundant since Ω is
determined for a solution of the conformal EMYM equations to a large
extent by the metric g ^ A solution of the EMYM equations (Ω = 1)
will be denoted by (P, M, π, A, g). From the information given above
we can calculate all the fields which appear in the conformal equations
(2.14)-(2.21), (7.1)-(7.3). To cast the equations into a form which will
allow us to derive existence results we impose gauge conditions. The role
played here by the conformal factor is somewhat special—it is a scalar
and its evolution is fixed by the choice of the Ricci scalar—which is the
reason for our notation above. Beside the conformal factor we need to
choose locally a section of P, an orthonormal frame for g, and a coor-
dinate system. As explained in §6 part of the information about the last
two choices is contained in the frame cA = cμ

 Ad/dxμ . Finally we choose
a time-like vector field τ. Then we extract from the conformal EMYM
equations the coupled system of equations (5.13)—(5.17), (6.13), (6.14),
(6.21), (6.22), (7.17)-(7.19), (7.31) of propagation equations. These con-
stitute a quasilinear first-order system of partial differential equations for
the unknown

(8.1) u = ( Λ eΛ

ab9 Γabdc, Ω, Σab, s, Φabcd, Aab, φab, ψabcd).

The time-like vector field τ used to derive the propagation equations
so far was not subject to any conditions besides those stated in (4.1). We
require τ now to be related to the chosen frame eaa> such that it has
components
(8.2)

τaa' =ε,aε/+εχ

aε/ and thus eA

 aa> = -τb

 a,(eA

 ab + \εabτ
A).

The reality condition (3.2) is then a consequence of the reality require-
ments τA+ = τA , eA+

 ab = -eA

 ab , and the differential operator P, Dab

occurring in the propagation equations satisfy (4.17) and are given in fact
by (4.22). It follows furthermore that we have by (8.2)

(8 3 ) Xabcd = ~^abcd ~ ^ bade '

Multiplying now the various subsystems occurring in the propagation
equations suitably by binomial coefficients, as indicated for equation
(4.25), resp. (4.27), we find the the system of propagation equations is
symmetric hyperbolic. We have again a system of the form (4.28) with her-
mitian matrices Aμ for which Aμτ is positive definite and (4.29) holds
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with certain positive integers k, j , j 0 , , j k . When we want to solve

the system, a subtlety is to be observed. Since eA

 ab, τA are themselves

part of the solution, we have to take care that the reality requirements on

eA

 ab,τ
Λ be satisfied to ensure the hermiticity of the matrices Aμ . This can

be done by writing in an obvious way the whole system as a real symmetric

hyperbolic system for real unknowns or in other ways (see, e.g., [14]). If

in the following we speak of the "symmetric hyperbolic propagation equa-

tions" implied by the conformal EMYM equations, it will always be meant

in the sense indicated above.

It will be convenient for us to derive still another formulation of the

field equations. Suppose that (P, M, π) is a principal fiber bundle with

structure group G as in §7, that A is the connection form of a principal

connection on P, that F is the associated curvature form, and that on

M a Lorentz metric g and a real-valued function Ω are given. Assume

V' is an open subset of M on which we have local coordinates xμ , μ =

0, , 3, and over which P is trivializable. We denote again by Aμ,

resp. F , the pullback to V' of the connection, resp. curvature, form

with respect to a suitably chosen local section of P. Let {cA}A=0 3 be

a frame, defined on some open set V containing V1, which is orthonormal

for g,

, cB) = ηAB = diag(l , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 ) ,

and set eaa, = eA

a,cA with constant Levi-Civita symbols eA

a>, given by

V5& = δί + δf, y/2iίχ, =*t + iδA

2 ,

V2eA

0, = δf - iδA, V2ef{, = δ* - δf.

All these structures are assumed to be of class C°° .

Using τaa given in (8.2) we may now derive from eA

a> and Aab fields

τA ,eA

ab, and Aab as described in §§6 and 7. These together with Ω may

be complemented (in a somewhat arbitrary way) to obtain a collection

(8.5) ύ = (τA, eA

 ab, f a d b c , Ω, Σab, s, Φabcd, φabcd, Aah, φab, ψabcd)

of smooth fields which satisfy the same symmetry and reality conditions

as the corresponding fields given by (8.1). Though this is not necessary for

our purpose, we require for definiteness that with the exception of φabcd

the additional fields are derived from A, g, Ω, eA

a>, and τaa in the same

way as the corresponding fields in (8.1) were obtained from A, g, Ω, eA

a,,

and τaa . However it may be emphasized that so far the fields given by
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(8.5) need not satisfy any particular field equations. By 24Λ, FA, Fab, B
we denote the Ricci scalar and the gauge source functions derived from
A, g with respect to eaa>, cA and the local section of P over V'.

We shall assume now that the fields {A, g, Ω) of the solution of the
conformal EMYM equations which we seek to construct live also on the
bundle (P, M, π). Since we will formulate the field equations and in
particular fix the gauge freedom with respect to ( ^ 5 | , Ω ) , we will call
the latter together with (8.5) the "reference field".

There is the freedom to perform gauge transformations {A, g, Ω) —•
( Φ ^ , φ^g, φ+Ω), where Φ: P —• P is a bundle isomorphism which im-
plies the diffeomorphism φ: M* —• M. It will be assumed in the following
that after some such gauge transformation coupled with a suitable confor-
mal rescaling of the metric g the following gauge conditions are satisfied
on P and M:

(8.6) Λ = Λ,

(8.7) idM is a harmonic map from (A/, g) onto (M, g),

*Y * (A - A) = 0, where y denotes covariant derivation
(8.8) with respect to the connection defined by A and * is de-

fined with respect to g.

The discussion in [14] shows that this can always be achieved near some
suitable initial hypersurface S by solving a system of hyperbolic equations.
It leaves the freedom to choose the conformal factor and its differential on
S as well as the tangent map of the bundle isomorphism Φ over points
of S, which now is supposed to map the bundle π~~ι(S) induced over the
initial hypersurface into itself.

As described in §6 we expand now on V' the frame eaa> satisfying (3.3)
in terms of the frame cA . We will assume, possibly after shrinking V1,
that the further gauge condition

(8.9) Fab = Fab

holds on V'. As shown in [14] this can be achieved locally near S and
leaves the freedom to specify the frame up to first order on S. The way the
remaining gauge freedom on S, resp. π" 1 (S), is taken care of is reflected
in the construction of initial data for the propagation equation and will be
dealt with later.

In the following we will assume that the pullback of A, resp. A, to
V is always performed with the same local section of P over V. The
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harmonicity condition (8.7), FA = gμvV μa
A

 v , can now be written as

/ o ~,f\ r>Λ ^A ab ab', F H ~F ~H Nf; A

(8.7) F -F = β ε {eaa'ebb,-eaa,ebbl)TF H

and condition (8.8) translates into

, B-B = -eabεa'b'{[Aaa,, (Abb, - Abb,)]
' ' F H F H * ~

+ (eaa'ebb'-έaa'έbb')VFAH}.

Denote by v the collection of "difference fields"

(8.10) υ = u-ύ = {τA-τA

9e
A

ab-*Aab> > Ψab-Φ<A>

We will consider υ as a function which takes values in a suitably chosen
finite-dimensional Hubert space H (either RN or C^ for some N e N,
indices of matrices, etc. refer in the following to the natural basis in either
of these spaces). Taking into account the gauge conditions (8.6)-(8.9),
the symmetric hyperbolic propagation equations for u, rewritten as an
equivalent system for the difference field v , takes on V the form

(8.11) Cμ[u + v]v μ + h[u,v] = f.

The matrices which define the principal part are given by

(8.12) Cμ[u +1;] = (τA + (τA - τA))cμ

AΌ + (eA

b + (eA

b - eA

b))cμ

AB
ab

with a constant positive definite diagonal matrix D and constant matrices
Bab such that the matrices (8.12) are hermitian. The functions h[u, υ]
and / take values in H. The components of h[u, v] are polynomials in
the components vι of υ . The coefficients of these polynomials as well as
the components of / are smooth on V and are determined by u and its
first derivatives. The function / is chosen here such that

(8.13) Λ[ώ,O] = O,

(OΛA\ f vanishes at points of V where u satisfies the symmetric
hyperbolic propagation equations.

For later reference we state the following consequence of the previous
discussion. A solution v of (8.11), resp. u of the original propagation
equations, provides a frame τ = τAcA , eab = eA

 abcA and thus a metric g
which satisfies

(8.15) * ( τ , τ ) = 2, g(τ,eab) = 0, g(eab, ecd) = habcd
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and we have:
For a given solution υ the characteristics of the system

(8.16) (8.11) are time-like or null hypersurfaces with respect to
the metric g.

The symmetric hyperbolic propagation equations will be used later in the
form (8.11) with suitably chosen reference field u and possibly another
choice of the function on the right-hand side.

By the general theory of symmetric hyperbolic systems we know that
Cauchy problems for the propagation equations are well posed. Let us as-
sume for a moment that for suitably chosen smooth Cauchy data on some
hypersurface S in V1 which is space-like for the Cauchy data we have
obtained a solution v of the propagation equations (8.11) and thus a solu-
tion u, resp. (A, g, Ω), of the original symmetric hyperbolic propagation
equations. We may assume that this solution is determined uniquely by the
data and up to gauge transformations independent of the chosen reference
field u. By (4.29) domains of dependence defined by the characteristic
ray cones of the propagation equation coincide for the solution u with
the domains of dependence defined by g. Assume now that the data have
been given such that the constraint equations and consequently the com-
plete set of conformal EMYM equations are satisfied on the initial surface
S. We want to show that the constraints are satisfied in the domain of
dependence of S with respect to g. For this purpose we use the system
of subsidiary equations (5.18)-(5.20), (5.27), (5.29), (6.25), (6.26), (7.32),
(7.35), (7.36). Since we have (8.2), we find that after multiplying again the
various subsystems by suitable binomial coefficients, the subsidiary system
is also symmetric hyperbolic. It has the form (4.28) with hermitian matrices
Aμ, such that Aμτμ is positive definite and a term B(u), which, as ex-
plained in the preceding sections, may be written (somewhat arbitrarily) as
a linear function B(u) = B(x) u with a matrix-valued function B(x) on
the solution space-time. Again we have the relations (4.29), (4.30), (4.31)
with some nonnegative integers k, j , j 0 , , j ' k . In the case where the
matter fields vanish, such that we deal with only equations (5.17)—(5.16),
(5.26), (5.28), (6.25), (6.26), we find that j Q = 0, or in other words, that
all characteristic rays of the subsidiary system are time-like with respect
to the metric g. Though the exact location of the characteristic ray cones
of the subsidiary equations is dependent on the choice of τ , the fact that
all characteristics are strictly time-like in the source-free case does not
depend on τ . In any case we find that the domains of dependence of
the subsidiary system contain the corresponding domains of dependence
with respect to g. The standard argument for showing uniqueness for
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solutions to symmetric hyperbolic systems implies with the notion of "do-
main of dependence" given in [25] the

Reduction Theorem (8.1). Any (sufficiently smooth) solution u, resp,.
(A, g,Ω), of the symmetric hyperbolic propagation equations (implied by
the conformal Einstein-Maxwell-Yang-Mills equations) which satisfies the
constraint equations on a space-like hypersurface S defines in the domain
of dependence of S with respect to g a solution to the conformal Einstein-
Maxwell-Yang-Mills equations (2.14)-(2.21), (7.1)-(7.3).

The (rather mild) smoothness conditions required on u for Theorem
(8.1) to be true may be inferred from Kato's result on symmetric hyperbolic
systems [26, Theorem I]. These conditions will be satisfied in all of the
following applications of the symmetric hyperbolic propagation equations.

The reduction theorem was one of the prime motivations for the lengthy
discussion of the field equations in the preceding sections. It allows us to
derive various global and semiglobal existence for solutions of the Einstein-
Maxwell-Yang-Mills equations.

9. Existence results: the case τ2λ < 0

In this section we will show the existence of a large class of semiglobal,
resp. global, solutions to the Einstein-Maxwell-Yang-Mills equations with
cosmological constant λ < 0 (in our signature), and prove a general sta-
bility theorem for global solutions with smooth asymptotic behavior. The
notion of (semi) globality used here is that of null (past) completeness.
The asymptotic behavior is that described by the notion of (past) asymp-
totic simplicity ([28], [29], [30]) which will be discussed now. For the
causal notions like "Cauchy hypersurface", "global hyperbolicity", etc. we
refer to [25]. _

Definition (9.1). A principal bundle (P, M, π) with structure group
Gj a four-dimensional connected manifold M, a Lorentz metric g on
M (such that the space-time is orientable and time-orientable), and a con-
nection form A on P is called "asymptotically simple" if, possibly after
a transition (A, g) —• (Φ+A, φ^g) with a bundle isomorphism (Φ, φ)
of P, M, ft), there is another principal bundle (P, M, π) with structure
group G, a Lorentz metric g and a function Ω on M, and a principal
connection form A on P such that the following conditions are satisfied:

^ (i) M is a manifold with boundary <J and interior M, i.e., M =

MuJ^and π~ι(M) = P.
(ii) Ω = 0, dΩ φ 0 at all points of J, Ω > 0 on M,
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(iii) g = Ω2g on M, _
(iv) each null geodesic in (M, g) acquires a past and a future endpoint

on/, _
(v) A = A on π~ι(M).

(vi) there exists a smooth, smoothly embedded compact Cauchy hyper-
surface S for (M, g).

We call (P, M, π , g, A) "asymptotically simple in the past" if the
conditions above are satisfied with the exception of (iv) which is replaced

b y , ~
(iv') each null geodesic in (M, g) acquires a past (and no future) end-

point on ^ .
We will refer to (P, M, π) as the "physical bundle" and to (A, g)

as the "physical fields", whereas (P, M, π) will be called the "confor-
mal bundle" and (A, g, Ω) the "conformal fields". The hypersurface
J is called the "conformaJΓboundary" or "conformal infinity". Later we
will construct spaces (P, M,π, A, g) as above by solving the EMYM
equations. This motivates assumption (v) which is not part of the usual
requirements of asymptotic simplicity. The compactness of S has been
assumed because there appear to exist no natural boundary or fall-off con-
ditions for solutions of the EMYM equations with cosmological constant
λ < 0. For convenience we require that all fields be of class C°° but in
the course of the existence proof we shall see that such strong smoothness
requirements are not forced on us by the problem.

To obtain (past) asymptotically simple solutions (P, M, π , A, g) of
the EMYM equations we shall try to find solutions of the conformal
EMYM equations which have the properties of the conformal bundle and
the conformal fields discussed above. For this it is important that we have
the following result which shows in particular that the globality property
mentioned above is a consequence of asymptotic simplicity.

Lemma (9.2) [29]. Suppose (P, M, π , A, g) is a (past) asymptotically
simple solution of the EMYM equations with cosmological constant λ <
0, and (P, M, π, A, g, Ω) is conformally related to it as described in
Definition (9.1). Then

(i) -3VμΩVμΩ = λ on J*, i.e., <J is space-like,

(ii) The rescaled Weyl-tensor dμ

 upσ = Ω~ιCμ

 vpσ = Ω~ιCμ

 vpσ on M
extends to a smooth tensor field on M.

(iii) The null geodesies of (M, g) are (past) complete.

Remark. For the source-free case it has been shown in [21] that the
physical time-like geodesies, which also necessarily acquire endpoints on
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S (cf. Lemma (9.3)), satisfy similar completeness conditions. It is likely
that this property persists under the more general conditions considered
here but the arguments used in [21] do not apply immediately to the
present case.

Property (i) follows from (2.20). Equation (2.18), which holds on M,
can be rewritten as VμΩCμ

 vpσ = ΩV μC
μ

 vpσ - κΩtpσu . By our smooth-
ness assumptions on g and A this implies VμΩCμ

 μpσ = 0 o n / . Since
by (i) V^Q is time-like it follows that Cμ

 upσ = 0 on J, which entails
(ii). Since by condition (iii) of Definition (9.1) null geodesies with respect
to the metric g coincide up to parametrization with null geodesies with
respect to g on M it follows from condition (iv) (resp. (iv')) that all null
geodesies with respect to g which pass through a point of M end in the
past and in the future (resp. in the past) on ^f for finite values of an
affine parameter. Condition (ii) entails that all null geodesies with respect
to the metric g are complete (resp. past complete).

The simply connected, geodesically complete, conformally flat standard
example with vanishing gauge field of an asymptotically simple solution of
the EMYM equations is provided by the De-Sitter solution. In terms of
the conformal structures it is given by

(P, M, π,A, g, Ω) withP = Λfx G,

M = {(t, x) € R x S3/\t\ < π/2},

(9.1) π the natural projection onto M, A such that the section

M 3 x -+ (x9 s) eP9 s e G, is horizontal,

g = dt - dω , Ω = cos t,

where dω2 denotes the standard line element on the three-dimensional
unit sphere and the conformal boundary consists of two components, "past
time-like and null infinity" <y~ = {t = -π/2} and "future time-like and
null infinity" J ^ = {t = π/2}. The solution (9.1) of the conformal
EMYM equations can be extended analytically to all values t e R to yield
an analytic solution of the conformal EMYM equations on I x S 3 .

There are known explicit solutions to the EMYM equations, e.g., the
Schwarzschild-De-Sitter solution [23], which satisfy all conditions of
asymptotic simplicity with the exception of (iv). Some of their null geo-
desies end on the smooth hypersurface <y of the conformal extension,
while others run into a singularity. Such are called "weakly asymptotically
simple" [30].

The example of the De-Sitter solution shows many of the features of
the general case. Since (M, g) is orientable and time-orientable the same
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is true for (M, g). The conformal boundary splits into two components,
the set J"~ ("past time-like and null infinity") and the set J* ("future
time-like and null infinity") of past and future, respectively, endpoints of
futures directed null geodesies. In the case of past asymptotic simplicity
the conformaly boundary will be denoted by J Γ ~ .

Lemma (9.3). Under the assumptions of Lemma (9.2) the following
hold:

(i) M is diffeomorphic to [-1,1] xS {resp. to [-1, 0[xS).
(ii) The hypersurface JF~ , resp. J*"*~ (resp. J^~), is diffeomorphic to

S.
(iii) There exists a time function t e C° ° (M,[-1 , 1]) (resp. t e

C°°(M, [-1, 0[) which has future directed time-like gradient with respect
to g, its level surfaces are Cauchy hypersurfaces for (M, g), and it takes
value ±1 on J Γ ± (resp. - 1 on Jr~).

Over the Cauchy hypersurface S we consider the subset of the tangent
bundle TM formed by the future directed null vectors which have scalar
product equal to lwith the future directed unit normal of S. Pushing
forward and backward this set with the geodesic flow on TM (everything
here is done with respect to the conformal metric g) one obtains a sub-
set of TM which is compact and which projects onto M by (iv) and
(vi) of Definition (9.1). Thus M, J~ , and J ^ are compact. It also
follows from (vi) that there exists a time function ί on M whose level
sets are Cauchy hypersurfaces for (M, g) and which goes to -oo, resp.
+oo along any inextendible non-space like curve in M if we follow it into
the past, resp. into the future ([22], [25]). From Lemma (9.2i) it follows
that any such curve approaches a unique past, resp. future, endpoint on
^~ , resp. S* . Thus, <y~ and J ^ are each Cauchy hypersurfaces for
(M, g). We may assume that τ is smooth with future directed time-
like gradient (with respect to g or g) [33] and after composition with
a suitable smooth, strictly increasing real-valued function yields a time
function on M , denoted again by τ , such that τ(p) -• ±1 if p £ M
approaches *f±. Now let τ~ be a time function with future directed
time-like gradient for g on the set *y~ U {τ < c} for some constant c
with - 1 < c < 0 such that τ~ = - 1 on <y~ . Choose real numbers a, b
with - 1 < a < b < c and a monotonous function φ € C°°(R, [0, 1]) with
φ(s) = 0 for s < a, and φ(s) = 1 foτs>b. Then a new smooth time
function t is obtained on S~ U M by setting t = τ~ on «Jr~ U {τ < a} ,
t = τ~(l - φ(τ)) + aϊφ(τ) on {a < τ < b}, and t = τ on {τ > b}, with
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a = \ sup τ " , where the supremum is taken on {a < τ < b} . Proceeding
in a similar way near J*"1", we obtain a smooth time function t on M
which has everywhere future directed time-like gradient with respect to g
which takes values - 1 on <J~ and 1 on ^ , and for which the level
surfaces Sτ = {t = τ} for given τ e [-1, 1] are Cauchy hypersurfaces of
(AT, g) diffeomorphic to S (cf. [8]). By similar arguments one finds in
the case of a past asymptotically simple bundle that there exists a smooth
time function t which takes values in [-1, 0[ on M, t = - 1 on J^~ ,
which has future directed time-like gradient with respect to g, and which
is such that all its level surfaces are Cauchy hypersurfaces diffeomorphic
to S.

If (P, M, π, A, g, Ω) is conformally related to a (past) asymptotically
simple solution (P, M, π, A, g) of the EMYM equations as described
in Definition (9.1), it is a solution of the conformal EMYM equations. To
obtain such solutions we are by the previous discussion free to describe
data for solutions to the conformal EMYM equations either on a Cauchy
hypersurface S c ¥ o r o n / " , An initial data set for the conformal
EMYM equations which is implied on the hypersurface J*'" of an asymp-
totically simple solution of the EMYM equations and which comprises the
fields given by (8.1) is called an "asymptotic initial data set". Its explicit
form depends on the way the gauge freedom described in §8 is fixed on
Jr~ . This has been discussed for the case of a trivial gauge field in [16].
The present case is very similar. Observing that Ω = 0 one finds that by
a suitable choice of the conformal factor, of the frame, and of the local
section of the principal bundle P with respect to which we express the
gauge potential and the gauge field on J 2 ' " one may obtain on S~

, Σab = εabΣ, Σ>0,

= A0, Γ a 6 = 0, a = 0,

where Λo is an arbitrarily given smooth real-valued function on / " .
The essential properties of an asymptotic initial data set are easily found
by an inspection of the constraint equations (2.20), (5.8)-(5.12), (6.12),
(6.20), (7.15), (7.16) and are listed in the following lemma.

Lemma (9.4) (Structure of asymptotic initial data), (i) Σ 2 = (-A/6),
Xabcd = 0,and Φ*ab = 0 hold in the gauge (9.2).

(ii) The interior metric h on <y~ is not subject to any constraints
and may be given arbitrarily. Since <y~ is three-dimensional orientable,
and compact we may choose a global frame {cA}A=ι 2 3 o n <-?~ WΛ

KcA, cB) = -δAB and set eab = eA

abcA = τ{a

a'eA

)a,cA with the constant
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Levi-Civita symbols (8.4) such that h(eab, ecd) = habcd. Because of (i)
the operator Dab, which is the covariant Levi-Civita differential operator
with respect to h, and the connection coefficients Γabcd, which satisfy
τabcd = Γ(ab)(cd) = ~Kbcd (cf- ( 8 3))> a r e t h e n determined completely in
terms of h.

(iii) The symmetric spinor fields aab, φab are subject to the constraint
equations

f (ab<*b)f ~ l°af > α / l " Ψab ~ ** ab = ° >

Denote by A!, resp. ~Ff, the pullback of the connection form A, resp. of

the horizontal complex form " F = \{F + i * F), where * is defined with

respect to g, to the bundle π " 1 ^ " ) over J"~ . Then Af is a connection

form on π " 1 ^ " ) with curvature form Ff = ~Ff + (~F')+, as follows

from the first of equations (9.3). If the forms Af, F1, resp. ~Ff, are pulled

back to M by the restriction to J~ of the local section which has been used

to obtain equations (9.3), they are given by oίabβ
ab, {φab + <P^b)βa cΛ $b

b b

a b a b ^b c

resp. <Pabβa

 c^βbC > where the 1-forms βab on S~ are dual to eab in the

sense that (βab, ecd) = hab

 cd. By the second of equations (9.3) the form

~Ff satisfies the equation *fI?~Ff = 0 on π~x(<f~), where *' is defined

with respect to h and Ip denotes the covariant derivative with respect to the

connection Af.

(iv) The electric part ηabcd of φabcd = ηabcd + iμabcd_ represents a covari-

antι, symmetric, traceless tensor η of valence 2 on <y~ which is subject to

the constraint equation

(9-4) Dh

(v) The remaining curvature fields are then given by

Φ* = i 3R - 3Λ0, Φ*abcd =
 3R{abcd), μabcd =

where 3Rabcd denotes the Ricci tensor of h and 3R its Ricci scalar.
(vi) Finally ψabcd can be derived from the fields obtained so far according

to (7.24) by using (7.19).
To provide asymptotic initial data sets we are thus free to prescribe

the metric h, give a solution of equations (9.3), which decouple from the
equations for the other fields, and give a solution of equation (9.4), which
can be dealt with by the techniques discussed in [9]. The remarkable fact
that the interior metric of an asymptotic initial data set is not subject to
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any constraints may give the impression that there is "too much freedom"
to prescribe data. This is not true, however, since families of asymptotic
initial data which are conformally related in a certain sense give rise to the
same physical fields (cf. [16]). By giving the gauge conditions (9.2) we did
not restrict this remaining conformal freedom which could be done, e.g.,
by imposing conditions on the Ricci scalar of the metric h [32].

Theorem (9.5). Let λ be a negative real number. Suppose (Pf, S, π')
is a principal bundle with structure group G {as specified in §7) over a
three-dimensional connected compact, orientable manifold S. Let h be a
negative definite metric and η a real, covariant, symmetric, traceless tensor
of valence 2 on S, and let A1 a connection form and ~ Ff a complex
horizontal two-form on P'. Suppose that these structures are of class C°°,
that the fields satisfy equations (9.3), (9.4), and imply together with the
conditions (9.2) an asymptotic initial data set

U = (τA> t A ab > Tadbc > Ω = ° > Σab > S> Φabcd > Ψ abed ' Aab > Ψab ' Vabed)

as described in Lemma (9.2). Then there exists a smooth past asymptot-
ically simple solution of the EMYM equations with cosmological constant
λ such that its asymptotic initial data implied on ( π " 1 ^ " ) , S) in a
suitable gauge can be identified by a bundle isomorphism with the data u
on (Pr, S, π). The solution is unique up to the possibility to construct
extensions into the future.

Remarks, (i) We shall see in the following that the requirement that
S be compact is not necessary to obtain local solutions "near J ^ ' . In the
case of weakly asymptotically simple solution such as the Schwarzschild-
De-Sitter space-time, the parts of the solution near the "smooth pieces of
J*'" can be obtained by the method discussed below, however, the complete
space-time cannot be obtained from asymptotic data.

(ii) The following discussion will also show that the smoothness require-
ments could be relaxed considerably.

To prove the theorem we first construct a suitable reference field as
discussed in §8.. Let (P, M, π) denote the principal fiber bundle with
structure group G, bundle space P = / xP', and base M = IxS, with /
the open interval ] - 1, 1[, such that s eG acts on (t, p) e P according
to (t, p')s = (t, p's), which implies that the projection π maps (t, p)
into (t, π\p')). The projection of M onto / defines a smooth function
on M which we denote by t. For τ e E we set Sτ = {x e M\t(x) = τ}
and identify S with So and Pr with π " 1 ^ ) . Let T be the vector field
on P which has the curves / 3 t \-> (t, p1) £ P, p £ Pf, as integral
curves. It projects under π onto a vector field on M denoted by cQ . We
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define the reference connection form A on P by the requirements that
its pull-back to P' coincide with A', that T be horizontal for A, and
that A be Lie-propagated in the direction of T. The reference metric g
on M is defined by the requirements that it imply the interior metric h
on So, that cQ coincide with the (future directed time-like) unit normal
of So with respect to g, and that g be Lie-propagated in the direction
of c0. The space-time (M, g) is then globally hyperbolic, t is a time
function, and c0 is a future directed time-like geodesic Killing field for it.
This latter fact could be used to simplify the following discussion which we
keep general, however, since we want to apply it later to other situations as
well. We choose now a smooth real-valued function Ω on M with Ω Φ 0
on M\S0 , Ω = 0 while Σ = V2co(Ω) = Σ o n S 0 , and 45 = V^V^Ω = 0
on S.

As described in Lemma (9.4ii) we choose a frame field cA , A = 1, 2, 3,
on So which is orthonormal for the interior metric implied by g on So .
The vector fields cA are extended to M as solutions of the Fermi-transport
equation

( 9 . 5 ) VCQCA + g \ v f

c o c , c A ) c 0 - g ' ( c 0 , cA)VCQC0 = 0 , ,4 = 1 , 2 , 3 ,

to yield together with c0 an orthonormal frame for g on M.
In the following our goal is to construct local solutions of the conformal

EMYM equations which will be patched together to yield the solution
we are looking for. We first describe the type of sets on which the local
solutions will be obtained. To allow for further applications the following
discussion will be slightly more general than required for our immediate
purpose.

Choose a real number θ > 1 and define M a Lorentz metric g* by the
conditions g*(c0, c0) = θ2 and g*(cA, cB) = -δAB for A, B = 1 , 2 , 3 .
The space-time (Af, g*) is then also globally hyperbolic.

Fix another real number r > 1. For given x0 e Sτ, τ e I, choose
an open neighborhood U" of x0 in Sτ on which exist a smooth local
section of P and a smooth coordinate system xa, a = 1 , 2 , 3 , whose
image contains the closed ball ~Br{0) and which maps x0 onto the origin
of R 3 . Let U' with V' c U" be the open neighborhood of x0 in Sτ

which is the preimage of Br(0) under the coordinate map. We extend
the coordinates xa off U" by requiring co{xa) = 0 and we extend the
local section off U" by requiring the extended section to be tangent to
T. Let D+(U') be the future domain of dependence of Tf in M with
respect to the metric g*. There exists a number η > 0 (with τ + η < 1)
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such that the set Dη(ϋ') = D+(U') Π{x G Mf\τ < t{x) < τ + η} has the

following properties. D CΠ') has an open neighborhood in M on which

the xμ with x° = t and the xa given above define a smooth coordinate
system, where the smooth local section of P defined above exists, and the
vector fields cA = cA

u(xμ)d/dxu are defined and smooth. The boundary
of Dη(U') consists of V', of a smooth null hypersurface with respect to
g*, and of a set of the form V with V open in Sτ+η and such that
the projection of V into Sτ along the flow lines of c0 yields an open
neighborhood U c U' of x0. We shall call an open subset of Sτ with the
properties of U' a "standard neighborhood in Sτ with evolution D (Uf),
evolution time η, and associated neighborhood £/'".

Since Sτ is compact, there exist a finite number U[, , U'p of stan-
dard neighborhoods in Sτ with evolution times ηχ, , η such that the
associated neighborhoods Ux, , U form an open covering of Sτ. The

number η = minτ/ is positive and the sets int(Dη(U])), / = 1, , p,
form an open covering of Eτ = {x e M\t < t{x) < τ + η}, while the sets

int(ZyI7;) Π Sτ+η) cover 5 τ + ? / . We shall call the set Έτη under these
circumstances an "evolution of <Sτ with evolution time η".

Let U' be a standard neighborhood in Sτ with evolution time η. Fol-
lowing the discussion in §8 we derive from the fields A, g, and Ω in
an open neighborhood of D Cϋ') a smooth reference field ύ = ύ(xμ)
as given in (8.5). By the coordinate map we identify U' with its image
Br(0) in R3. We denote by HS(U',H) the standard L2-type Sobolev
space with Sobolev index s e N of //-valued functions on U' and the
Sobolev norm on H\u', H) by || | | ^ ( J . Let U[,~' , U'p9 p € N, be
standard neighborhoods in Sτ which define an open covering of Sτ. Any
solution of the conformal EMYM equations or any reference field defined
near, resp. any initial data set for the conformal EMYM equations given on
(π~ (Sτ), Sτ, π\s ) , supplies a collection u = {u( = w.(τ, xa)\i = 1, •/?}
of //-valued functions of the type (8.1) which are given on the U[ with
respect to the gauge chosen above near the U[. For two such collections
ux = {u)\i= 1, 2, ••• ,/?} and u2 = {u)\i= 1, 2, ••• , p) we set

(9.6) \\uι-u2\\=

The distance function thus defined depends of course on the choice of the
U[, of the coordinates, of the local section of P, and of the frame field cA .
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However, the topology defined by this distance function is independent of
these choices.

In the following we identify D (Tf) with its image in R4 by the co-
ordinate map and consider the reference field ύ and the vector fields
cA = c/(xμ)d/dxu to be defined near D (Tf) in R4. We extend the

frame cA and the field u smoothly to a neighborhood of R3 x [τ, τ + η]
in R4 such that the cA remain linearly independent, co° > K every-
where for some K > 0, τA and e*b remain constant, and such that
cv

 A(xμ) = ±δu

 A (the sign depending on the orientation of the frame cA

on U'), while the remaining fields provided by ύ vanish for sufficiently
large Σ(xμ)2. With the frame and the reference field so extended we con-
sider equation (8.11) as an equation on R3 x [τ, τ+η], where the functions
h and / are calculated from the extended ύ by the same calculation as

Assume now that we are given on (π~ι(Sτ), Sτ, π) smooth initial data
for the conformal EMYM equations with cosmological constant λ which
satisfy the conformal constraint equations. Let Uf be one of the standard
neighborhoods used to define (9.6). We think of the data as being given
in the neighborhood U" of Uf by a collection of fields u as in (8.1)
which has the meaning described in §8 with respect to the frame cA and
the local section we have chosen on U" . On U" we write u = u(xa), set
v(xa) = u(xa) - ύ(τ, xa) as in (8.10), and consider v again as a function
defined on an open neighborhood of Uf = Br(0) x {τ} in R3 x {τ}.
Fix s € N, s > \ 4- 1. There exists an extension operator which maps
v e Hs(Uf, H) into v0 e HS(R3 x {τ}, H) such that v0 vanishes for
Σ(xa)2 > R, R some large number > r, and for any component vι,
resp. vι

0, the inequality

(9.7) KlL<M^ilcO> veHs(U',H)

holds, where on the left the standard Sobolev norm on R3 x {τ} is used
and κe is a positive constant which possibly depends on R, r, and s
but not on v [1]. The extended data v0 are now considered as initial
data for the symmetric hyperbolic system of type (8.11), (8.12) prepared
in the preceding paragraph. We refer to the initial value problem thus
prepared in the following as IVP. To apply Kato's result on quasilinear
symmetric hyperbolic systems [26, Theorem II], we adapt our notation to
Kato's for this problem. We again write t for x° and regard the unknown
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υ = v(t, xa) as the map

We also use the notation (8.10) for the unknown and the extended data

such that the components are written τA - τA, eA

b - eA

 ab , etc. Denote

by κs the Sobolev imbedding constant such that |^'(.xα)l < M^Ίl j ^ 0 Γ

xa in R3 and any component vι of some υ € HS(R3, H). Let δ be a

real number, 0 < δ < 1, and choose K > 0 such that κ~ι < \\D\\ < K ,

||2?α^|| < K , where the norm used here is the operator norm in H.
We are now able to derive a local existence result for solutions of the

conformal EMYM equations which will allow us to prove Theorem (9.5).
Lemma (9.6). Suppose s > \ + 1 and, with the notation introduced

above,

X is a bounded open subset ofHs(R3, H) such that

for v e X the following conditions hold:

,., n o Λ o M ,ι o Λ o n JJ w f ( 1 — δ)
(I) IIτ - τ | |5, \\e ab-e eb\\s are smaller than —^—'- ,

K K

(ii) \\τA - τ\, \\eA

 ab - eA J | , are smaller than ^ j

Then the following hold:
(i) For initial data v0 in X there is a unique solution v oflVP defined

on [τ, τ + η], where 0 < η < η, such that

v € C[τ, τ + η X] Π C 1 [τ, τ + η Hs~l(R3, H)].

(ii) The restriction of the solution v, which can be identified with a func-

tion v = v(t, xa) of class C 1 defined on R3 x [τ, τ + η], to Dηt(Uf)

is smooth with bounded uniformly continuous derivatives of all orders. On

Dη,(U'), u(t, xa) = v(t, xa) + u(t, xa) solves the conformal EMYM equa-

tions and is determined uniquely by the data on V .
The statement on the existence and uniqueness of the solution follows

from Theorem II of [26]. That conditions (4.2)-(4.7) of that theorem are
satisfied follows from the discussion of the structure of equation (8.11)
and from (8.12). Condition (9.8i) implies that

\\C0[u + υ]\\>κ~ιτ°δκ forueJT,

where again the operator norm in H is used. Comparing this with con-
dition (4.9) of [26, Theorem II] and observing remark (3.1b) of [26], we
obtain our result (i).
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Condition (9.8ii) has been given to ensure that the vector fields τ = τAcA

and eab = e abcA supplied by u are linearly independent and that the

metric g given by (8.15) is such that for tangent vectors Z Φ 0 on Dη,{ϋ')

for which g(Z, Z) > 0 one has g*(Z, Z) > 0. This implies that the

boundary of Dη,(jjf) is space-like for g and that the future domain of

dependence of Tf in Dη,{ϋ') with respect to g coincides with Dη,(ϋ').

Since we have (8.16) it follows by a standard argument for symmetric

hyperbolic systems that the restriction of u to D ,(ϋ') depends only on

the given data V'. The smoothness of this restriction follows from the
smoothness of the original data near U' and from the smoothness of the
coefficients of our equation (8.11) by a standard result on smoothness of
symmetric hyperbolic systems. That u defines on D ,(ϋ') a solution
of the conformal EMYM equations is a consequence of the Reduction
Theorem (8.1).

We are now in a position to prove Theorem (9.5). We assume that
τ = 0 in the considerations above and observe that by our construction
the reference fields ύ on D CU') satisfy on 17' c SQ the gauge condition
(9.2). We may assume that the asymptotic initial data u are given on So

with respect to the function Λo which is supplied by the reference field.
On ΊJ' we obtain for the difference field v = u - ύ that τA - τA = 0,
eA

 ab - eA

 ab = 0 and this holds by (9.7) also for the extended data. Thus,
conditions (9.8) will always be satisfied by the extended data for suitably
chosen X and we may assume for our data on U' by Lemma (9.6) the ex-
istence of a solution of the conformal EMYM equation on a set D >(u')
for some η > 0. If two of these sets have nonempty intersection the
corresponding solutions are related on the intersection to each other by a
known transformation of the local coordinates xμ and by a known tran-
sition between the local sections which have been constructed. Therefore,
by the compactness argument above, there exists an evolution M* = Eoδ

of So with some evolution time δ > 0 such that on (P*, M*, π*) with
P* = π~ι(M*) and π* the restriction on π to M* we obtain a smooth
solution of the conformal EMYM equations which is uniquely determined
by the given conformal data. We may assume, possibly after choosing δ
small enough, that the conformal factor Ω supplied by this solution is
positive in the future of So. Using the conformal factor to rescale the
fields appropriately on M*\{*S0 U Sδ} and restricting to this set the bun-
dle (P*, M*, π*), we obtain a smooth asymptotically simple solution of
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the EMYM equations for which the sets Sχ9 0 < τ < δ, are Cauchy
hypersurfaces.

We considered above only the solution of the Cauchy problem in the
future direction. Since we are dealing with symmetric hyperbolic systems
there also exists backward evolutions. Thus we obtain for Theorem (9.6)
the _

Corollary (9.7). Suppose (?0, Mo, π0, AQ, g0) is a smooth asymptoti-
cally simple solution with structure group G (as in §7) of the EMYM equa-
tions with cosmologicalconstant λ0 < 0. Let (PQ, Mo, π0, Ao, gQ, Ω) be
a smooth conformal extension. Then there exists a solution (P, M, π, A, g)
with structure group G of the conformal EMYM equations and a morphism
(Φ, φ) of the bundle (P o, Mo, π0) into (P, M, π) such that:

(i) M is a manifold without boundary and (M, g) is globally hyper-
bolic.

(ii) φ is an embedding of Mo into M.

(iii) (Φ, φ) is a bundle isomorphism onto (π~ι(φ(M0)), φ(MQ), π).
(iv) The pullbacks of Af g, and Ω by φ and Φ coincide with Ao,

# 0 , and Ω o , respectively.

In other words, (P, M, π, A, g, Ω) extends (P 0 ,Λf 0 ,π 0 ,^ 0 ,^ 0 ,Ω 0 )
as a solution of the conformal EMYM equations "beyond the conformal
boundary J ^ U J ^ " .

The example of the Schwarzschild-De-Sitter solution also shows that
from arbitrary standard Cauchy data we cannot expect to obtain an asymp-
totically simple solution. However, in the following we will specify con-
ditions under which we can prove a stability theorem for asymptotically
simple space-times, which shows that not only the null geodesic complete-
ness is preserved under sufficiently small though finite perturbations of
the solution, but that even the smoothness of the asymptotic structure is
retained.

Theorem (9.8) (Stability of asymptotic simplicity). Suppose (Po, Mo,
π 0 , AQ, gQ) is a smooth asymptotically simple solution with structure group
G (as specified in §7) of the EMYM equations with cosmological constant
λ0 < 0. Let (Po, Mo, π 0 , AQ, g0, Ωo) be a smooth conformal extension of
this solution which implies asymptotic initial data u0 on (no~

ι (So) 9S0,π0)
with SQ = J^~ (the past part of the conformal boundary of the solution).
Then there exists a neighborhood W of uQ in the topology defined by any
of the distance functions (9.6) on the sets of smooth asymptotic initial data
with cosmological constant λ0 on (πo~

ι(So, So, π0) such that any such
initial data set in W determines a unique smooth asymptotically simple
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solution of the EMYM equations with cosmological constant λ0.
Remarks, (i) The stability theorem has been formulated here in terms

of asymptotic initial data since we already discussed these data in detail
above. It could also be stated (and proven in a similar way) in terms of
standard initial data given with respect to some Cauchy hypersurface S
in M.

(ii) Since the De-Sitter solution satisfies the conditions of the theorem,
this stability result for asymptotically simple space-time implies the global
existence and asymptotic simplicity of solutions for data which are close
to De-Sitter data.

(iii) Again it can be seen from the proof and from [26] that the smooth-
ness assumptions made in the theorem on the given solution and on the
solution whose existence is shown could be relaxed.

We shall use in the following a solution (P, M, π, A, g, Ω) of the
conformal EMYM equations which is related to our given solution as de-
scribed in Corollary (9.7) as a reference field. We identify (Po, Mo, πQ,
AQ, g0, Ωo) with its image under the morphism (Φ, φ) and extend the
time orientation given on MQ to M. We make a definite choice of the con-
formal factor Ω which on So is consistent with the gauge condition (9.2).
Restricting M if necessary, we may assume that Ω < 0 on M\M0. Let
S{ be a Cauchy hypersurface for (AT, g) in the future of J^ (the future
part of the conformal boundary of our solution) such that Ω < 0 on Sγ.
By the arguments used in the proof of Lemma (9.3) there exists a smooth
time function t on M with future directed time-like gradient such that
t = 0 on SQ = J Q ~ and t = 1 on 5 (whence 0 < t < 1 - ε on Mo for
some ε > 0) and such that for some γ > 0 any set Sτ = {x e M\t{x) = τ}
for τ € Iγ = [-γ, 1 + γ] is a Cauchy hypersurface for (Λf, g). On M we
define a future directed time-like unit vector field by setting c0 = /grad^ t
with a suitable positive function / . We may assume that the time function
t has been chosen such that Vc c0 = 0 on So (which happens, e.g., if t
coincides near So with the time function arising from a Gauss coordinate
system based on So).

As described in Lemma (9.4ii) we choose a frame field cA, A= 1,2,3,
on SQ which is orthonormal for the interior metric implied on So and
extend the vector fields cA to M as solutions of the Fermi-transport equa-
tion (9.5) in the direction of c0 to obtain together with c0 a smooth or-
thonormal frame for g on M. Let T be the horizontal lift of cQ to P
with respect to A.

For given number θ > 1 we can define on M with respect to the frame
cA a metric g* as described in the proof of Theorem (9.5). Since (M, g)
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is globally hyperbolic we can choose θ such that the space-time obtained
by restriction of g* to Mf

γ = {x e M\t(x) £ Iγ} is still globally hyperbolic
[22].

With respect to the structures introduced above we can now consider for
given τ G / y on Sτ standard neighborhoods U' with evolution Dη(ϋ')
and associated neighborhood U as described in the proof of Theorem
(9.5). As seen there Sτ can be covered by a finite number of such standard
neighborhoods such that from the union of their corresponding evolutions
we obtain an evolution of Sτ with some positive evolution time. Since M1

is compact, it can be covered by a finite number of such evolutions. Taking
suitable intersections of these evolutions and of the evolutions with Mf

γ

one finds the following to be true. There are numbers τ 0 , , τp , p e N,
with 0 = τ 0 < τ{ < < τp = 1 such that for / = 0, , p - 1 there
is an evolution Eχ of Sτ with evolution time η. = τ / + 1 - τ. which

is generated by evolutions Dη(D'ij) of standard neighborhoods U[ . in

Sτ , where j = 1, , q. with a certain qι• e N.

As described in the proof of Theorem (9.5) we construct for any /, j

with 0 < / < p - 1 , 1 < j < qi coordinates xμ and a local section of P in

an open neighborhood of the set Dη(Uf

iJ) and identify this neighborhood

with its image in R4 under the coordinate map. In the given gauge the
reference solution (P, M, π, g, A, Ω) determines in a neighborhood of
Dη(U'ij) a reference field u^. = fi. j(xμ) as given in (8.5).

Suppose that for certain data on So close to u0 we have been able

to show for some / < p the existence of a solution of the conformal

EMYM equations on ( π " 1 ^ * ) , M*, π\M ) , where M* = {x e M\0 <

t{x) < τ }. Denote by ui = ut j(xa) the initial data of the form (8.1)

implied in a neighborhood of U[ in Sτ in the gauge associated with the

neighborhood U[j (of course in the case / = 0 these arise from u0). We
want to show that under suitable conditions these data determine a solution
to the conformal EMYM equations on all of D (tf. ) . To prepare the
data for the initial value problem which we want to investigate for this
purpose, set v{xa) = u{ j{xa) - β. ^.(τ., xa) on V'i . c R3 x {τ j and

extend v to v0 e HS(R3 x { τ j , H) in the same way as described in the
proof of Theorem (9.5), such that we have in particular relation (9.7).

We extend the fields cA and the reference field ύi on D (U9. )

smoothly to a neighborhood of R3 x [τ,., τ / + 1] in R4 such the extensions
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have the same properties as described earlier. With these extended fields

we again write the equation (8.11) on R3 x [τz , τ / + 1 ] . Since the reference

field ύi j is derived from a solution of the conformal EMYM equation, the

function / obtained by this procedure vanishes on D (U'i .) by (8.14).

We shall now set / = 0 everywhere on R3 x [τ., τ . + 1 ] . While the equa-
tion so obtained from (8.11) is still equivalent to the symmetric hyperbolic
propagation equations on Drj(U'ij), outside this set this is in general not
the case. However, we have gained by this procedure a symmetric hy-
perbolic system on R3 x [τi9 τ / + 1] which is homogeneous everywhere by
(8.13).

The initial value problem which we have formulated now will be re-
ferred to as IVPH in the following. We state now those properties of IVPH
which are of interest to us, where again Kato's notation is employed.

Lemma (9.9). (i) Suppose s > \ + 1. There exists a positive number

p such that for any initial data υ0 e HS(R3, H) with \\vQ\\s < p there is

a unique solution v(t) of IVPH defined on [rt, τi+ι]. If v^, k e N, are

initial data with \\VQ \\S < p such that \\υQ - vo\\s —• 0 as k -* oo then the

solutions vk{t) determined by υ% satisfy \\vk(t) - v(t)\\s -> 0 uniformly

in te[τi9τM].

(ii) The solution υ(t) above can be identified on D (U\ .) with a smooth

function v = v(t, xa) which has bounded and uniformly continuous deriva-

tives of all order. The function u(t, xa) = υ(t, xa) -f u{.{t, xa) solves the

conformal EMYM equations on D (Ui ; ) and is determined uniquely by

the data ut j(xa) on T?. .
If p is chosen sufficiently small conditions (9.8) of Lemma (9.6) will

be satisfied and thus the existence of a solution with a certain positive life
time follows as in Lemma (9.6). Since the equation (8.11) with / = 0
admits the trivial solution v = 0, the fact that the solution v(t) exists on
all of [τ , τ / + 1] and the stability property stated in (i) are a consequence
of Theorem IΠb in [26]. That condition (4.11) of this theorem is satis-
fied in the present case follows immediately from (8.11), (8.12) and the
smoothness of the extension of ύi . in a neighborhood of R3 x [τ,., τ / + 1]

in R 4 . The second part of the lemma follows by the same reasoning as
Lemma (9.8ii).

It follows from Lemma (9.9) that if the solution of the conformal

EMYM equations, whose existence up to ( π " 1 ^ ) , Sτ , π) is assumed
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close enough to the given solution in the sense that the distance

is sufficiently small, then the solution extends in fact as a smooth solution
to (π~ι(M*+χ), M*+χ, π\M ) . Moreover, it follows that the corresponding
distance di+ι on Sτ + 1 will become as small as well like if we let di

become sufficiently small. (This conclusion requires the transition between
two different distance functions of the type (9.6) on 5T_+1, but by the
remark following (9.6) this causes no difficulty.)

Since only p evolutions are required to reach Sχ, it follows that there
is a number ε > 0 such that for initial data on So with d0 < ε the
corresponding solution will exist on (n~l{Mx)9 Mχ, π\M)9 where Mx —
{x e M\0 < t(x) < 1}. Furthermore, by choosing ε small enough we can
ensure by Lemma (9.9i) that the conformal factor Ω supplied by any of
these solutions on Mχ will be negative everywhere on Sχ, since this is
true for Ωo . We choose to take as neighborhood W of u0 the open ball
of data for which dQ < ε .

Given any solution of the conformal EMYM equations on Mχ for data
in W, the desired solutions of the EMYM equations are obtained in the
following way. We set <J~ = SQ since Ω = 0 on this set. Along any
integral curve of the vector field cQ, which starts from So into the fu-
ture, Ω will become positive in the immediate future of So because of
equations (5.13) and (9.2). Then there will be on the integral curve a
first point in the future of So at which Ω = 0. We denote the set of
such points by J ^ and the set of points between J^~ and J*"1" where
Ω > 0 is denoted M. It follows from (2.20) that J ^ is a smooth space-
like hypersurface in M. After a suitable rescaling of the fields on M
the asymptotically pimple solution whose existence has been asserted is
obtained on (π~x(M), M, π\~).

10. Existence results: the case λ = 0

To construct global or semiglobal solutions to the EMYM equations
with cosmological constant λ = 0 one may prescribe, as suggested by the
procedure and the results of §9, conformal standard Cauchy data, now on
a manifold diffeomorphic to M3 (say), which satisfy fall-off conditions at
infinity, and try to study the evolution of the corresponding solution of the
conformal EMYM equations into a region which comprises a hypersurface
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y — {Ω = 0, dΩ = 0} . Again this surface could be considered as repre-
senting endpoints at infinity of physical null geodesies (and now only of
these (cf. [21])). However, the geometrical structure of "conformal infin-
ity" in the case λ = 0 is radically different from that observed previously,
as may be surmised already from the fact that equation (2.20) forces <y
to be a null hypersurface. This will be illustrated now by analyzing the
conformal structure at infinity for Minkowski space, which represents the
simply connected, geodesically complete, conformally flat standard situa-
tion of the case λ = 0.

An analytic solution of the source-free conformal Einstein equations
with λ = 0 is provided by

(Po, Mo, π 0 , AQ, g0, Ωo) with Po = Mo x G, Mo = R x s\

πn the natural projection onto Mn, An. such that the section
(10.1) ° ° °

M03 x ^ (x, s) e PQ, s eG9 is horizontal,

g0 = dt'2 - dω2, Ω = cos{ + cos/,

where / e l and dω2 is the standard line element on the three-dimen-
sional unit sphere given in standard spherical coordinates φ, θ, χ, with
0 < p < 2π, 0 < 0 < π, 0 < / < π , b y

(10.2) dω2 = dχ + sin2 χ{dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2).

The solution has Ricci scalar Λo = Λo = const > 0. A maximal connected
subset of Mo, where Ωo is positive, is given for example by M = {0 <
χ < π, χ-π<t<π-χ} and the restriction of g = Ωo ~

2gQ to this
submanifold yields a space-time (M, g) isomorphic to Minkowski space.

Denoting the point {χ = 0} of S3 by N and {/ = π} by S, the set M
can also be described in the following way. The null geodesies of g0 which
start from Γ = (-π, N) e Mo into the future, sweep out a smooth null
hypersurface <y~ , on which Ωo = 0 and dΩQ Φ 0, until they reconverge
again at the point i° = ( 0 , 5 ) . After passing i° they generate another
smooth null hypersurface J*"*~, on which again Ωo = 0 and dΩ0 Φ 0,
until they reconverge at the point t = (π, N). The "physical" space M
is the intersection of the time-like future of /" with the time-like past of
i+. The surface S~ ( ^ + ) is past (future) conformal infinity for the
physical space-time (M, g). While the physical null geodesies have past
and future endpoints on Jf~ and J ^ , respectively, physical geodesies
which are time-like have past (future) endpoints at "past (future) time-like
infinity" Γ (resp. i+). The point i°, "space-like infinity", is the endpoint
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(in both directions) of space-like geodesies. The points /°, & are nonde-
generate critical points of the function Ωo which also vanishes at these
points. Any Cauchy hypersurface of the physical space-time "touches" /°
and is compactified to a topological three-dimensional sphere by the inclu-
sion of i°. We will again call the manifold M = M U S~ U {Γ, z'°, /+}
together with the fields obtained as restrictions of Ω o , g0 to M a confor-
mal extension of (M, g).

Generalizing this situation one would expect to find solutions of the
EMYM equations which satisfy conditions (i)-(iv) and (vi) of definition
(9.1). Such space-times are called "asymptotically flat" ([28], [29], [30]).
The basic open question we are interested in is whether suitable though
not too special standard Cauchy data on E3 evolve into solutions of the
EMYM equations, which allow the construction of a conformal extension
which resembles that of Minkowski space even more completely. The
somewhat vague formulation of this question is due to the following fact.
If we prescribe standard Cauchy data on M3 with the "usual" fall-off con-
ditions at infinity (cf. [9]) and try to compactify M3 by adjoining a point
i° that represents space-like infinity in such a way that the conformal ge-
ometry on R3 extends to i° as smoothly as possible, we find that after
the corresponding rescaling some of the nonphysical fields given by (8.1)
are in general not smooth and some become even unbounded near /° (cf.
[18], for examples). This may not appear to be particularly surprising,
since the point i°, i.e., spatial infinity, is the place where the mass of the
gravitational field manifests itself and it is well known that fields with mass
are not well behaved under conformal rescalings. In fact, the conformal
fields are bounded at /° only if the mass vanishes. On the other hand,
the concept of the mass of a gravitational field as well as the rescaling
behavior of the gravitational field equations are very special as compared
with other fields. An understanding of the structure of the "singularity
at z°" should give much deeper insight into the meaning of "mass", the
asymptotic structure of the fields, and the concepts associated with "null
infinity" like "Bondi-mass", "radiation field", etc. ([29], [30], [31]). More-
over, it may be expected that a thorough analysis of the consequences of
the conformal rescaling behavior of the field equations for the evolution
of the fields near i° will shed considerable light onto the conformal, re-
spectively causal, structure of "physical" space-time singularities and the
related idea of cosmic censorship. Because of the singularity of the confor-
mal fields at /° it is clear that we cannot expect in the case of nonvanish-
ing mass to have a conformal extension of the evolution of the given data
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which is diffeomorphic to the conformal extension of Minkowski space
described above. However, we may still ask if the maximal development
has a smooth structure at null infinity which allows the construction of a
conformal extension of the fields with smooth hypersurfaces J^~ , J ^ , to
which the fields given by (8.1) extend smoothly, such that <J~ , J* are
diffeomorphic to R x S2 and are complete in the sense that for a choice
of conformal factor which makes these hypersurfaces expansion free the
generating null geodesies on -J"~ , <y+ are complete (as it is the case for
the conformal completion of Minkowski space given above), and finally,
whether the solution is regular at past and future time-like infinity in the
sense that in suitable conformal extensions there exist points /" (i+) such
that J"~ (o^+) is swept out by the future (past) directed null geodesies
through Γ (z+).

It is therefore reasonable to split the investigation of the conformal
structure at infinity into two subproblems. There is the "/°-problem",
which asks for the asymptotic behavior of the solution near spatial in-
finity, in particular, whether "near" (in the conformal picture) i° it is
possible to construct conformal extensions which contain smooth "pieces
of surfaces J"~ , J Γ + " diffeomorphic to R x S2, to which the fields given
by (8.1) extend smoothly. If the answer is positive, one has to investi-
gate the "hyperboloidal initial value problem". Here Cauchy data for the
conformal EMYM equations are prescribed on a space-like hypersurface
S with boundary dS (diffeomorphic to S2), which is thought to have
intersection dS with J 2 ^ (say). The basic question then is whether these
data evolve into a solution of the EMYM equations which has a smooth,
future complete structure at future null infinity and which is regular at
future time-like infinity in the sense described above.

So far the /°-problem, which from the point of view of differential
geometry as well as of PDE theory poses an exceedingly difficult question
(cf. [18] for further discussion), is still unsolved for data of any generality.
The hyperboloidal initial value problem has been discussed in [13], [17] in
the source-free case and will be analyzed here for the EMYM equations. By
the topology of the space-times over which we want to construct a solution
and because of the triviality of the solution (10.1) of the conformal EMYM
equations which we shall use to construct a reference field we can assume
that our solution lives on a trivial bundle and express the field equations
with respect to one globally defined section.

Definition (10.1). A "hyperboloidal initial data set for the conformal
EMYM equations" consists of a pair (S, uQ) such that:
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(i) S = SudS is a smooth manifold with boundary dS and interior

S which is mapped by a certain map φ: S y-+R3 diffeomorphically onto

the closed unit ball in R 3 . We denote by xa, a — 1, 2, 3, the coordinates

obtained on 5 as pullbacks under φ of the natural coordinates on R 3 .

(ii) u0 = (τA, e^, Γabdc, Ω, Σ ^ , Φabcd, φabcd, Aab, φab, ψabcd) is a

collection of fields 5 which have a similar meaning as those given in (8.1)

(with respect to the Lie algebra g) and which satisfy the gauge condi-

tions: τA = V2SQ , eab is a frame field on S which can be written in

the form eab = eΛ

 abcA with a certain real frame field cA = c/a

 Ad/dxa,

A= 1 , 2 , 3 , o n S, Γfl* = 0, α = 0.

(iii) The coefficients c'μA and the fields Γabdc9Ω,Σab,s9Φabcd9φabcd,
Aab' Ψab> ^^cί/ h a v e w i t h r e s P e c t t o t h e coordinate system xa bounded
and uniformly continuous derivatives of all orders.

(iv) On S : Ω > 0 , o n dS:Ω = O, ΣabΣab = O, Σ /

/ < 0 .
(v) The fields provided by u satisfy the conformal constraint equa-

tions (5.8)-(5.12), (6.12), (6.20), (7.15), (7.16), and (7.24) on 5 , where
(7.12) is used to calculate Ψabcd . (As a consequence of these conditions
and of (iv), (2.20) is also satisfied with λ = 0.)

Remark. The strong smoothness requirements are made again for con-
venience. The gauge conditions can always be satisfied and impose no re-
striction on the space-times we want to construct. The properties which
are specific for hyperboloidal data are stated by conditions (iv). They
comprise the requirement that dS be part of a null hypersurface which
represents future null infinity J ^ for some space-time. If the data fields
provided by u are suitably rescaled on S by using the conformal factor
Ω one obtains a standard initial data set for the EMYM equations which
comprise in particular a "physical" interior metric on S. The Rieman-
nian space so obtained behaves near "infinity", which in the present case
is represented by the set dS, like a space of constant negative curvature
as opposed to the situation considered in the standard Cauchy problem
for the EMYM equations where the data behave near infinity similar to a
Euclidean space [9].

We shall describe now a particular class of hyperboloidal initial data and
a reference field, derived from (10.1), which will be used in the proof of
the existence of solutions of the conformal EMYM equations for general
hyperboloidal initial data. Let S^ be a smoothly embedded space-like
Cauchy hypersurface (necessarily diffeomorphic to S3) of the solution
(10.1) of the conformal EMYM equations, which intersects each null gen-
erator of the null hypersurface J ^ associated to Minkowski space as
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described above. By the arguments given in §9 there exists a smooth time-

function t on MQ with future directed time-like gradient with respect

to gQ such that t = 0 on S^ and such that t = t' in the part of MQ

where t1 > \π. We define a smooth time-like unit vector field by set-

ting cQ = /grad t with a suitable positive function / o n M o , Again

we can assume that the t has been chosen such that V°cc0 = 0 on S^,

where V° denotes the Levi-Civita connection associated with g0. On S^

choose a frame cA, A = 1 , 2 , 3 , which is orthonormal for the interior

metric induced on S^ by g0 and extend the fields cA to Mo by solving

the Fermi-transport equations (9.5) with respect to V° to obtain together

with c0 a smooth orthonormal frame cA , A = 0, 1, 2, 3, for g0 on MQ.

As discussed in §8 we use τaa given in (8.2) and the frame eaa> = eA

a>cA

to describe the solution (10.1) by a collection of fields on Mo which we

denote by
( 1° 3)

β = (* >* ab^adbc>Ω,ΣabJ,Φabcd,φabcd,Aab,φab,ψahcd),

where in particular Ω = Ω o , φabcd = 0, and, by our choice of section of

θ a b ab abcd ^

Denoting by SM that part of S*M on which Ω o > 0, a hyperboloidal

initial data set is given by (SM, ύQ), where ύ0 = ύ\s . We call an initial

data set for the conformal EMYM equations which is obtained in this way

a "Minkowskian hyperboloidal initial data set". We shall say that ( 5 M , ύ0)

is obtained by restriction from the Cauchy data set ( 5 ^ , ύ\s*) for the

solution (10.1) of the conformal EMYM equations. A given Minkowskian

hyperboloidal initial data set may of course be obtained by restriction from

different Cauchy data sets for (10.1).

Let (S, u0) be a hyperboloidal initial data set for the conformal EMYM

equations. To compare this set with some Minkowskian hyperboloidal

initial data set (SM, ύ0) (such that both sets are defined with respect to the

same Lie group G, resp. Lie algebra Q) assume that the latter is obtained

by restriction from an initial data set ( 5 ^ , ύ\s.). Let χ: S —> S^ be

a smooth embedding which maps S onto a closed "ball" in S^ that

may but need not coincide with SM. We use χ to identify S with its

image and to carry the fields provided by u0 to S^. On S we use

the frame cA to expand the frame eab = eA

 abcA, where e° ab = 0, we

write u0 = (τA ,eA

ab, Tabdc, Ω , Σab, s, Φabcd, φabcd, Aab, φab, ψ a b c d ) ,
and we define the difference field vQ = u0 - ύ0 as in (8.10). Let h be
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any Riemannian metric on S*M. Fix now s, j e N, s > § +./, 7 > 2 .
With respect to h we define Sobolev spaces HS(S, H) and HS(S*M, H)
with norms || \\s and || | |*, respectively, where H denotes a Hubert
space as in §8. There is an extension operator which maps any function
υ0 e Hs(χ(S), H) onto a function v e HS(S*M, H) such that (with an
obvious meaning of the norms) we have for their components vι

0, resp.

(10.4) | | t ή | ; < κe\\vι

0\\s, v0 € Hs(χ(S), H),

with a positive constant κe not depending on v0 [1]. We choose the ex-

tension operator such that the extensions of the fields τA - τA , e° ab -e° ab ,

a-a, Γab -Γab , which vanish on χ(S), vanish everywhere on S*M. We

remark that the embedding χ must identify (S, u0) with {SM, ύ0) if

\\vo\\s and thus ||?;||* vanishes. Let ε be a positive real number. We shall

say that "the hyperboloidal initial data set (S, uQ) is in an ε-neighborhood

of the Minkowskian hyperboloidal initial data set (SM, w0)" if the initial

data set ( 5 ^ , ύ\s*), the embedding χ, and the extension v of the dif-

ference field v0 can be chosen such that ||t;||* < ε .

Theorem (10.2). Suppose (S, uQ) is a hyperboloidal initial data set for
the conformal EMYM equations. Then the following hold:

(i) There exists a smooth solution (P, M, π, A, g, Ω) of the conformal
EMYM equations with λ = 0, unique up to the possibility to construct
extensions into the future, which has the following properties. P is a trivial
bundle. In M there is a smooth space-like Cauchy hypersurface Sf on
which the solution implies, with respect to a suitably chosen section of P
and a suitable choice of the other gauge conditions, hyperboloidal Cauchy
data u 0, which can be identified diffeomorphically with (S, u0). The
manifold M has boundary J ^ = {Ω = 0, dΩ φ 0} diffeomorphic to
[0, l[xdS whose edge is identical with the boundary dS* of S*, Jr+\dS/

is in the future of s', and Ω > 0 on M = M\y+ .

(ii) Let (SM, ύ0) be a Minkowskian hyperboloidal Cauchy data set.
There is an ε > 0 such that the solution of the conformal EMYM equations
considered in (i) has the following additional properties if the hyperboloidal
initial data (S, u0) are in an ε-neighborhood of (SM, ύ0). There is a
smooth extension (Mf, g') of the space-time (M, g) (and of the given
time orientation), a smooth extension Ω' ofΩ to M1, and a point t e M1

such that the null geodesies through dS which generate J*~+ meet at the
point i+ such that N = JF* u {/+} coincides with the set of points in
M' swept out by the past directed null geodesies through i+. At i+ the
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function Ω' has a nondegenerate critical point. The "physical" space-time
(M, g = Ω" 2^) is null geodesically future complete and <7* represents
future null infinity, while i+ represents future time-like infinity for that
space-time.

Remarks, (i) The second part may be expected to reduce the investi-
gation of the global existence and the asymptotic structure of gravitational
fields arising from asymptotically flat (at spatial infinity) standard Cauchy
data to the investigation of the Λproblem. In fact, Cutler and Wald [10]
recently gave a construction of a class of hyperboloidal initial data for the
Einstein-Maxwell equations, which satisfy the conditions of part (ii) of the
theorem and which arise from the time development of time-symmetric
standard Cauchy data on M3, which outside some compact set coincide
with Schwarzschild data for positive mass. The development of such stan-
dard Cauchy data is known explicitly near /° and allows the construction
of smooth pieces of S~ , S* . This allows us for the first time since the
introduction of the notion of a conformal boundary [28] to show the ex-
istence of nontrivial solutions of the Einstein-Maxwell equations, which
have complete J 2 ' " , ̂ + and which are regular at past and future time-
like infinity /" , i+ .

(ii) A general investigation of the constraint equations on hyperboloidal
hypersurfaces, following, e.g., the known procedures in the case of standard
Cauchy data [9] is still missing. Only recently have results been obtained
which are related to this problem ([2], [3], [4]). The critical problem is of
course whether the smoothness of the data at infinity can be demonstrated.

For the source-free case, the existence of a certain class of (analytic)
hyperboloidal data has been shown recently [18]. Also, the fact that in the
source-free case the characteristic of the subsidiary equations are time-like
with respect to the metric, implies that in this case domains of dependence
of the subsidiary system can be strictly larger than domains of dependence
defined by the metric. This can be made into an argument to show the
existence of hyperboloidal data, but the meaning of these data is somewhat
obscure.

(iii) Our theorem may be generalized to show the existence of solu-
tions with a regular point z'+ near comparison solutions different from
Minkowski space. Suitable candidates of comparison solutions with regu-
lar t are provided in [18].

(iv) It is most remarkable that the existence of the point i+ is enforced
by the conformal field equations, essentially equations (2.15), (2.16), once
the lifetime of the solution is long enough. It is likely that a more
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systematic analysis of these equations and of equation (2.17) will bring
out to a further extent the geometric content of the field equations.

(v) Since the proof of the first part of Theorem (10.2) rests on local
existence results for the conformal EMYM equations, the assumption that
the hyperboloidal data be defined essentially on a closed unit ball in R3

can be weakened to deal with more general topologies of the initial surface.
We could consider also surfaces similar to or more complicated than those
space-like hypersurfaces (diffeomorphic to [0, 1] x J2) in the conformal
extension of the maximal analytic extension of the Schwarzschild solution
with positive mass, which connect a given space-like spherical section of
one <f+ with a similar such section on the second J^ + . From the fol-
lowing proof of Theorem (10.2) it becomes clear, however, that such data
must lead to a solution with some kind of "conformal singularity". Either
the J ^ ' s cannot be made complete, which would represent already a sin-
gularity of the conformal structure. Or they can be shown to be complete,
but then the topological structure of the solution will be in conflict with
the topological requirements (cf. (10.7)) implied by the field equations
in the case where the solutions may be conformally extended sufficiently
smooth through future time-like infinity. It should be most interesting to
se whether an argument can be given which would show that this conflict
leads necessarily to a curvature singularity.

In analogy to the procedure in the proof of Theorem (9.5) we use the

data to construct a reference field on M1 = I x R3 with / =] - 1, 1[.

We identify R3 with R3 x {0} c M'. By the map φ given in (i) of

Definition (10.1) we identify 5 with the closed unit ball V' in R3 and

extend τA , the vector fields cA = ca

 Ad/dxa, A = 1, 2, 3, eab, Ω, and

Aab smoothly to all of R3 such that τA = V2SQ , the vector fields cA

are linearly independent, eab = eA

 abcA, a = 0 on R3, and such that

c'a

 A(xβ) = ±δA (the sign depending on the orientation of the frame cA),

Ω = 1, and Aab = 0 for large Σ X Ό 2 I*1 analogy to the procedure

in the proof of Theorem (9.5) we use the extended data to construct a

reference field on Mf = I x R3 with / =] - 1, 1[. The projection of

M' onto / defines a smooth function which we denote either by t or

by x . Together with the xa it defines a smooth coordinate system on

M'. On M' we set c0 = d/dx°, define for A = 1, 2, 3 the vector fields

cA = ca

Ad/dxa by setting cβ

 A(t,xa) = clβ

 A(xa), set τ = V2cQ and

eab = eΛ

 abcA , and finally require Aah and Ω to be Lie-transported in the

direction of cQ and to coincide with Aab and Ω, respectively, on R3.
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We use these field to obtain a reference field ύ on Mf as described in §8
and to derive the corresponding system (8.11). For this system we define
initial data v0 as follows. On U' we set v(xa) = u(xa) - ώ(0, xa). Fix
s, j e N, s > \ + j , j > 2. As described in §9 we can extend v , which
is in HS(U',H), to a function vQ e HS(R3,H) such that (9.7) holds.
We require the extension of the fields τA - τA and eA

 ab - eA

 ab , which
vanish on U', to vanish everywhere on R3. We apply part (i) of Lemma
(9.6) to the initial value problem which we have formulated here, which
we shall refer to as IVP' (with some θ, δ as in §9). Since we are dealing
with a symmetric hyperbolic system, there exists a backward as well as a
forward (meaning in the direction of c0) evolution and we conclude that
there is a t0, 0 < tQ < 1, such that on M" =] - t, to[xR3 there is a
unique solution v = v(t, xa) of class Cj of IVP;, which yields a solution
u = v + ύ of the symmetric hyperbolic propagation equations such that
the vector fields τ, eab are linearly independent on M" and define a
metric g by (8.15) for which t is a time function with level surfaces
which are Cauchy hypersurfaces for (Af, g). Denote by D+(ϋ'), resp.
D~(U'), the future, resp. past, domain of dependence and by H+(U),
resp. H~(Ό'), the future, resp. past, Cauchy horizon of V in Mf/ with
respect to the metric g. Because of (8.16) and the way we set up IVP', the
solution u is determined on the sets D±(U') uniquely by the data u given
on S, i.e., independent of the chosen extensions, and by the Reduction
Theorem (8.1) and condition (v) of Definition (10.1) we conclude that u
satisfies the conformal EMYM equations on the sets D±(ΪJf). Since the
boundary dS of S is smooth, H*(Jj') represents near dS a smooth null
hypersurface with respect to g. By choosing tQ sufficiently small we can
assume hat H+(U') is smooth and null everywhere. In the following we
restrict attention to D*(U') and to the restriction of the metric g to this
set. Condition (iv) of Definition (10.1) implies that the null vector field
lμ = V^Ω φ 0 is tangent to H+(O') on dS. Extend lμ to H+(U') such
that lμVμl

u = 0. From equation (2.15) it follows that Ω satisfies the
equation

(10.5) /* VΓV.Ω) = Ω / T ( - V %

on H*(ϋ'), which implies with condition (iv) of Definition (10.1) that
Ω = 0 on H+(Uf). It also follows from condition (iv) that dΩ Φ 0
near dS. We shall see below that dΩ cannot vanish on i/+(Z7') unless
the null generators of H+(ϋ') develop a caustic, thus by our smoothness
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assumption we must have V Ω Φ 0 on H+(U'). If there were a point

p in int(D+(U')) at which Ω = 0, then there would be a past directed
null vector kμ at p such that kμV Ω = 0. This is obvious if p is a
critical point for Ω and otherwise it follows from equation (2.20) that we
can choose kμ proportional to VμΩ. Replacing in equation (10.5) the
vector lμ by the tangent vector of the geodesic γ in D+(U ) , we conclude
that Ω must vanish on γ. This leads to a contradiction since γ must
have an endpoint on S, where Ω > 0 by condition (iv) of Definition
(10.1). A similar conclusion can be drawn for int(D~(U )) . If we set
J+ = H+(Πf), M = D+(U') U mt(D~(ϋ')), and restrict the solution u
to M, part (i) of Theorem (10.2) follows.

To prove part (ii) of the theorem, we take (10.3) as a reference field to
set up the system (8.11) on the manifold M' = {x e M0\t(x) > 0} , where
t is the time function we used to define (10.3), and construct solutions
for the extended data v on S^ = {t = 0} for which (10.4) holds. Using
the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem (9.8), we find that for
sufficiently small ε > 0 any extended initial data set which satisfies ||ι;||* <
ε determines a unique solution on the set M" = {x € Mr|0 < t(x) < \n],
denoted again by v , of class Cj of equation (8.11) such that the vector
fields τ, eab supplied by u = v + ύ on M" (in the notation (8.1), (8.10)
are linearly independent, thus define by (8.15) a metric g of class Cj on
M" for which t is a time function with level sets Sτ = {x e M"\t{x) =
?}, 0 < τ < | π , which are Cauchy hypersurfaces for (M", g). Since
co(Ωo) = 1 on 5 3 π / 2 we conclude from Lemma (9.9i) that for ε > 0

chosen small enough the solution v will be such that Σ^^ > 0 on S3π,2.

We denote by D+(S) the future domain of dependence and by H+(S)
the future Cauchy horizon in hf" of the set S with respect to g and
conclude again from condition (v) of Definition (10.1) and from Theorem
(8.1) that u represents a solution of the conformal EMYM equations on
D+(S).

It is well known that H+(S) is generated by null geodesic segments
which end on dS [25]. Though we have seen already that near dS the
set H+(S) represents a smooth null hypersurface on which Ω = 0 but
dίϊ / O w e may expect that further into the future the null generators will
tend to form complicated caustics and self-intersections [20] or simply
arrive at the future boundary 5 3 π / 2 of Mn. We have to show that the
caustic coincides with the self-intersection set and consists of exactly one
point /+ which is met by any null generator of H+(S). Assume that
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for a number τ with 0 < τ < \π it has been shown that the set Hτ =
H+(S) n {x e M"\0 < t(x) < τ} is a smooth null hypersurface on which
Ω = 0 by equation (10.5) and on which dΩ Φ 0. For a given point
x e dS denote by γ the null geodesic in M" through x whose tangent
vector lμ coincides at x with V^Ω such that part of γ lies on Hτ.
Let nμ be the null vector field which is parallely transported along γ and
which at x is orthogonal to dS and satisfies nμl = 1. Equations (2.15),
(2.16) then imply on γΠHτ the system of ordinary differential equations

for nvVvΩ and s since we have an expansion V^Ω = (nuVuΩ)lμ along

γf)Hτ. By the definition of hyperboloidal data, nμVμΩ Φ 0 on dS and

we conclude from (10.6) that nuVuΩ and s cannot vanish simultaneously

at any point of the closure of γ Π Hτ. If ^V^Ω # 0 or, equivalently,

dΩ φθ on γΓ\Sτ for all the null geodesies γ which start from dS, the set

H+(S) extends for some time as a smooth null hypersurface into the future

of Sτ and we may replace τ by a larger number than that chosen above.

However, the value of τ cannot approach \π . Since by our assumptions

on hyperboloidal data we have Σf

f < 0 on dS whereas we have Σf

f > 0

on ^ ^ ^ by our choice of ε, there is a smallest value τ*, 0 < τ* < \π,

such that for at least one null geodesic γ of the type considered above we

have Σf

f = 0 at γ n Sτ* =: z+ . It follows that nμVμΩ φ 0 on i/τ- but

rt^V^Ω = 0 and thus dΩ = 0 at /+ . Equations (2.15) and (10.6) imply

(10.7) V 7 ^ = ̂ , j ^ 0 a t i + .

Thus, the function Ω has an isolated critical point at /+ and it follows
that all null geodesic generators of H+(S) must run into that point. All
other statements in part (ii) of Theorem (10.2) now follow immediately.
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